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MAINE RELAY TEAM
IS FAVORED TO WIN
PENN RELAY EVENT
Championship Quartet
Left Wednesday
For Classic
LOUISIANA IS THREAT
Indiana, 1934 Winner, Loses
Hornbostel; Marsh Is
Maine Star
By Ray Gailey
Campus Sports Editor
The State and New England Champion-
ship University of Maine two-mile relay
team, the greatest two-mile quartet ever
wear Maine colors, entrained for Phil-
adelphia yesterday to participate in the
41st renewal of the famous Penn Relays,
The Pale Blue team, an all-veteran, all-
star combination, is rated by experts as
the outstanding team entered in the meet.
The Pine Tree State team, which placed
third in the Relays last year, next to Indi-
ana and Columbia, will have little to fear
from the winners of last year, as Indiana,
losing her individual stars, Chuck Horn-
bostel and Ivan Fuqua, has withdrawn
from the competition, and Columbia has
been weakened by graduation.
Maine's chief rivals for the first place
honor are expected to come from Louisiana
State and Ohio State, Louisiana, with
Glen Hardin, national quarter mile cham-
pion, on its roster, is rated to give the Blue
her greatest tussle.
The Blue quartet will enter the race with
a slight advantage over many of the en-
trants as out of the 17 colleges and uni-
versities entered in the meet, Maine drew
the position next to the pole which is held
by Pittsburgh. One advantage that the
other entrants will have is that they have
been running outside for quite some time
while Maine's practice sessions have been
confined to the indoor field because of the
muddy condition of the outdoor track.
One reason track experts are betting on
the Blue to win is the fact that the same
ieteran team that placed third in the Re-
lays last year will represent Maine Satur-
day. Added to its experience in last year's
meet, the quartet has been undefeated in
competition this year and rung up two
notable victories during the winter sea-
son; first at the K. of C. meet and later
at the B.A.A. meet in Boston. Further-
rn re, has several times, during
time trials, bettered its mark of 7 min-
utes and 51 seconds made at the Penn Meet
last year.
The order of starting. beginning at the
pole, as announced by meet official, is as
follows: Pittsburgh, Maine. Princeton.
Columbia, Georgetown, Army, Ohio State,
New York University. Michigan State.
.Tliversity of Michigan, University of
l'emisylvania, Colgate, Louisiana State,
' -mell, Manhattan, Navy, and Notre
I 'arne.
The veteran quartet to represent Maine
al be composed of Bill Cole, the Black
twins, Ken and Ernie, and Joe Marsh, All
seniors, the men have starred for Maine
- • r the middle and long distances since
•' 7 sophomore year.
ole. lead-off man for Maine, in his four
Y(ars of track at Maine, has established
a- enviable record. He has continually
• --ed in brilliant runs never far from the
•.• Blacks are probably America's most
-ated cinderpath twins. Ernie trans-
from Syracuse as a sophomore and
-ediately won a berth on the Pale Blue
-1: Ken holds both the indoor and out-
- records for the 880 yard run at the
-f M. and in varsity time trials, held
aiturday, shattered both the indoor
'itdoor records, established by himself
.hat distance, with a new mark of
t- seconds; 1'4 seconds under his old
r mark and of a second under the
:itdoor mark.
!arsh won a reputation as a meet rec-
7,1 breaker the past winter indoor season
including the setting of a new mark for
tie 88) in Class A competition at the Uni-
versity Club Games in Boston.
Ken Black will be anchor man for Maine.
NOTICE
freshmen wishing to apply for the
Blue Key $50.00 athletic scholarship
..r1 fill out blanks to he procured at
urtis' office immediately. This schol-
:- is open to application from all fresh-
who have received numerals in any
• and will be awarded by the commit-
the basis of the merit and need of
• applicants•
IN PENN RELAYS SATURDAY
 
 CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR CAMPUS MAYOR TO
HOLD SWAY MAINE DAY
Left to right—Joel Marsh, E. Black, Coach Jenkins, K. Black, and Bill Cole, who arefavored to take first in the two mile Penn Relay race Saturday
Whistle To Be Blown
As Maine Day Signal
A series of short blasts of the I ELECTED W.S.G. HEADUniversity Power Plant whistle
at 7:30 a.m, followed by another
series of short blasts fifteen minute
later will be the signal for the
holding of the Maine Day pro-
gram. The committees have de-
cided that the scheduled program
will not be postponed unless there
is an unusually heavy down-pour
of rain. If postponement until the
next day is necessary, it will be
announced by a long blast of the
whistle at 7:30 a.m. followed by
another long blast fifteen minutes
later. This will mean that the usu-
al class schedule will be held.
•
ADVANCE ENROLLMENT
ELIZABETH SHIRO '36 Prism Selling Contest
Announcement Is Made
The following prizes will be awarded
for sales of the 1936 Prism:
Has Served Two Years[ First prize, $10.00; second prize. $5.00;
third prize, $2.50.
Awards are to be made on number of
sales only and in accordance with these
rules:
1. No member of the 1936 Prism board
shall be eligible for a prize award.
2. Only sales made up to May 10 will
be considered.
3. In case of a duplicate number of
sales, a "draw- shall be made to deter-
mine the v•inner.
4. The decision of the 1936 Prism shall
be considered final.
5. A minimum of 30 sales must be
made to be eligible for first prize.
Subscription blanks and further in-
formation may be secured from Elizabeth
Philbnxik, lialentine, or John Sealey, Jr.,
111 Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
As Officer of
Stu. G.
IS MEMBER OF A. O. PI
FOR SUMMER IS LARGE Student Government, serving as treasurer
Registration Will Be Conducted
In Alumni on First
Of July
Advance enrollment in the Summer Ses-
sion of the University of Maine is larger
than the number registered at this date
during the past two years, according to an
announcement by Dr. Roy Peterson, Di-
rector of the Summer Session. It is ex-
pected that the enrollment of 350 students
of last year will be increased this year.
The Summer Session will open July 1
with registration in Alumni Hall. On
July 2. the first assembly will be held and
classes will begin; July 3, get-acquainted
dinner. Memorial Gytnnasiurn; July 4, a
holiday and a trip to the Black Mansion in
Ellsworth: July 6, trip to Lakewood; July
10, lawn party; July 13, trip to Bar Har-
bor and Acadia National Park; July 20,
21, trip to Moosehead Lake and Mount
Kineo ; July 27, boat trip on the Penobscot;
August 3, Summer Session picnic; August
7. class instruction ends; August 8, 9,
examinations.
The schedule has been broadened by
the addition of many interesting courses
to the various departments. The new
courses are: Trade Recovery in the Brit-
ish Empire. Language Arts in the Ele-
mentary School, Maine School Law, Cre-
ative School Control, Seminar in School
Administration, First Course in Reading
(French). The Background of the Teacher
of French. Democracy vs. Dictatorship,
Mexico and the Caribbean Countries, Pa-
cific Problems. Government and Business,
Child Development, Nursery School Pro-
cedures. Teachers' Seminar in Mathemat-
ics, Theory of Numbers, Music Apprecia-
tion in the Upper Grades, Athletic Train-
ing, Biological Material and Methods,
Current Zoological Problems.
Other Officers Were Elected
At Thursday P.M.
Polling
Officers of the Women's Student Gov-
ernment were elected Thursday afternoon
by the women of the University. They are
President, Elizabeth Schiro; vice-presi-
dent, Faith Folger; secretary, Carol Stev-
ens; treasurer, Mary Wright.
Miss Schiro has been very active in the
and vice-president respectively of that or-
- ganization during her sophomore and jun-
; ior years. She is a member of the Alpha
!Omicron Pi sorority, is a member of Der
Deutsche Verein, and was on the Sister
Council.
Miss Folger is president of Neai Mathe-
tai and has been active in athletics. She
is a Tri Delt pledge.
Miss Stevens was president of fourth
floor Balentine during her freshman year
and was on the banquet committee. She
is now treasurer of Balentine and treasurer
of the Sophomore Eagles. She is a mem-
ber of the Chi Omega sorority.
Miss Wright has been active in the
Y.W.C.A and athletics. She is vice-
president of fourth floor Balentine and is
a Tri Delt pledge.
MAJOR STEWART TO BE
SENT TO INDIANA POST
Major Loren P. Stewart. of the R.O.
T.C. of the University of Maine. has re-
ceived orders frum the War Department
at Washington. assigning him to duty;
with the Eleventh Infantry at Fortl
Benjamin Harrison. Indianapolis, Indi-
ana, according to word received by Presi-
dent Arthur A. Hauck of the University.
Announcement was recently made that
Major Stewart and Major Oliver would
be transferred from the University of
Maine at the end of the present year, but
at that time definite orders had not been
received by Major Stewart as to the lo-
cation of his new post.
PRISM WILL BE LATE
SAYS BROWN, EDITOR
1936 Yearbook Modelled After
Vanity Fair. Photography
Is Feature
A delay in photography work will keep!
the 1936 Junior Pri.rn• from making its
appearance during Junior Week, David S.
Brown, editor-in-chief, announced this
week. It will, however, be issued shortly
after.
With the exception of the fraternity
panels, one of the book's new features, the
publication has already come from the
presses. Roger Levenson, associate edi-
tor, is at present in Boston at work on the
concluding phases.
The new book, modelled after the elite
Vanity Fair, contains an original theno
not yet seen on the Maine campus. In
photography, writing, and arrangement, it
reflects modernistic style and design.
A light blue cover, replacing the usual
brown, introduces for the first time the
traditional Maine color scheme. The re-
mainder of the book is done in pictures, ,
The main achievement of the book.
however, lies in the arrangement and use
of actual campus photographs. Student
photographers, chief among whom have
been Elmore Wood and Evans Page, sen-
iors, and Ralph Palmer, a sophomore, have
contributed over a hundred shots of vari-
ous fields of student endeavor.
NOTICE
MAINE MASQUE
To cooperate with the Maine
Day program, the usual Wednes-
day night performance of the
'Masque has been changed to Tues-
day.
TRUSTEES ACCEPT GIFTS
TO MAINE AT MEETING
Dr. Colvin, Jordan, and Dewing
Are Donors of Several
Valuable Gifts
At a meeting of the Board of Trustees
of the University of Maine, held April 4,
1935, the following gifts were accepted:
From Dr. Caroline Colvin, for the Li-
brary—The Sources and Literature of
English History-1485. by Charles Gross,
1900; Manuel de Bibliographic Historique.
par C. V. Langlois; Journal of the Royal
Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, 1911-31,
From Mr. Fred D. Jordan, of Bangor,
for the Library—Complete bound file of
1 he Bangor Daily News, 1914-1932, and
71917. 1)(711ilids b'r(i'ldugr:sesa t:teatpwi71:he8C9:i:e'rd-
sity's collection that will be of immeasur-
able value to many generations of stu-
dents.)
From the late Claude Dewing Gratini
of the class of I900—Four shares of the
Guaranty Trust Company of New York.
to be held in trust and the annual dividend
thereon to be paid in the form of a prize
to the student who shall write the best ar-
ticle upon sonic current constitutional
question at issue; the award to be made
under such regulations as the professor of
constitutional law may deem proper.
DR. ANDREWS SPOKE
AT CAMPUS BANQUET
Stillman and Costrell Presented
Five Dollar Awards for
Best Stories
Dr. Alfred C. Andrews, assistant profes-
sor of Latin, was the guest speaker at the
annual banquet of the Maine Campus held
last Thursday evening at the Penobscot
Country Club. Approximately Si) mem-
bers of the board were present. Burton
Mullen '36, editor, acted as toastmaster.
Dr. Andrews discussed the humor of
old Rome as compared with modern hu-
mor, giving several examples. He also
read a short tradi-cornedy, purporting to
have been written around 10 B.C.
At the banquet, prizes of five dollars
were awarded to Jane Stillman and Edwin
Costrell for having written the best news
stories of the year. Shingles were given
to all the members of the board.
Elston Ingalls and Cynthia Wasgatt,
the only retiring editors this year, gave
short talks.
and "Anna Christie." In 1912, he joined
the Provincetown Players who did a lot
for young playwrights. He arrived there
literally with a trunk full of books. His
first play was produced with them.
"Throughout his life, O'Neill has al-
ways been a very hard worker. lie was
threatened with T.B. once and so always
lives in the country and enjoys the open
spaces. As an individual, he is highly
sensitive and very inarticulate. He rare-
ly goes to the theatre for he says the ac-
tors come between the play and his mind
and he had rather a t the play out in his
own mind. "The Hairy Ape" is one of
his best plays. Others are "Emperor
Jones," "Desire Under the Elms," and
"Mourning Becomes Electra." This lat-
ter is a powerful play. You go at five
o'clock, leave for supper at seven and re-
turn to stay until eleven. All strength
is nut of you after having seen it. It
leaves you exhausted by emotion.
"Paul Green," continued Mr. Bricker,
"is an assistant professor in philosophy at
the University of North Carolina. His
plays deal with negro life. In his youth,
he worked on a farm and, before he wrote
his first play, had seen only a one act
play produced by amateurs and had read
only two plays of Shakespeare. Paul
Green never writes for publication. "The
House of Connolly," produced in New
York, was never very popular. Others
are "Abraham's Bosom" and "The Field
FRESHMAN BANQUET Big Rally Tuesday NiteWith Candidates
WAS HELD SATURDAY1 Speaking
IN MEM. GYMNASIUM GRAFTERS WARNED
President Hauck Spoke;
Dancing Followed
Meal
A precedent was established Saturday
night when the freshman class was al-
lowed not only to hold their annual ban-
quet on campus in the Memorial Gymna-
sium hut also to have dancing afterwards.
An excellent dinner, consisting of chick-
en, peas, fruit cocktail and harlequin ice
cream. preceded an equally enjoyable en-
tertainment. Mr. William Davies, of the
Bangor Theological Seminary, gave in-
terpretations of Dickens' characters, fol-
lowed by several hilarious skits purporting
to show how President and Mrs. Hauck
would have recited "Under the Spreading
Chestnut Tree" in their youth and how
Jimmy Moreland would act when sent to
the store for two eggs by his mother. Ar-
mando Polito played the flute, accompan-
ied by Robert Parker, and Miss Eodyn
Spencer entertained with a tap dance dur-
ing the evening.
Speakers for the evening were President
Hauck. Professor Huddilston, and Pro-
lessor Moreland. Music was provided by
the Maine Bears. The banquet committee
consisted of: Wallace Gleason, chairman,
Alice Collins, Philip Rogers, Frederick
Sturgis. and Elizabeth Drummond.
HERSCHEL BRICKER GIVES
TALK ON MODERN PLAYS
Addresses
In
Women's Forum
Balentine Hall;
Many Attend
A meeting of the Women's Forum was
held on Wednesday. April 24, at 4:15,
in the sun parlor of Balentine Hall. After
tea was served. Herschel Bricker, of the
Public Speaking Department, gave an in-
formal talk on "Modern Plays and Play-
wrights," and read selections from each.
"In order to understand O'Neill's plays,"
said Mr. Bricker, "I think it is necessary
to know a few facts about the author.
Eugene O'Neill was born in 1888 and
his father, James O'Neill, was an out-
standing actor. He travelled on the road
with his parents, siimetimes acted and
managed a stock company. Ile went to
Princeton for a year and was expelled
for general hell-raising. The crucial in-
cident was when he threw a beer bottle
into Wilson's room, then the head of
Princeton. He also studied for a year
under George Pierce Baker at Harvard.
"O'Neill lived with sailors and went on
sea trips. once to South America, and
Winning Candidate Will Be
Allowed to Blow
Whistle
Nine men have been selected by the
Maine Day committee to run for the
position of Campus Mayor of Maine Day.
The men are William Bessom, Carl In-
graham, Ken Johnstone, Paul MacDon-
nell, Reginald Naugler, Samuel Reese,
Arthur Roberts, Russell Walton, and
Carl ‘Vhinnan. Rules for election are
as follows:
Rallies may be held any time, any place,
anyhow, and on any platform except a
wooden one. The final rally will be a
whirlwind windup in the girl's gym,
Alumni Hall, Tuesday, April 30, at 6:15
p.m. Candidates may select managers if
they so desire. The political propaganda
is in no way restricted. Slander of the
most deprecating sort is encouraged.
Printed handbills must not be over 9
15/In inches long or more than 5 37/64
inches wide. Any candidate who makes
complimentary remarks about his oppo-
nents will be disqualified. All holds will
he allowed. No candidate can spend
more than $5.99 for his campaign.
His honor
-elect, the Campus Mayor,
will officiate on Maine Day by ringing
the "work's over bell," by pitching the
first ball at the baseball ganie, by award-
ing the prizes for the races and by lead-
ing the grand march at the dance in the
evening. The Mayor and his party,
which shall not consist of more than five
persons, will have reserved seats for the
afternoon events.
Wed. At the final rally, Tuesday evening, no
candidate shall speak more than five min-
utes. Elextions by ballot will take place
imniediately after thc rally. At 10:02
that night his honor-elect, the Campus
Mayor will be announced by blasts of
the university whistle corresponding to
the candidate's number on the ballot.
Students have been assigned to the fol-
Inwing Maine Day projects:
PROJECT I
Section 1. Report at North Hall to Vi-
olet Colson, Section Chief—R. Carroll,M. E. Cohen, S. Cohen, E. Crowley, U.
Ford. E. G. Gowen, R. Gray, M. A.
Ifawkes, V. Robinson, F. Smith.
Section 2. Report at North Hall to
Hope Whitman, Section Chief--- S. Al-pert, F. Austin, B. Bends, G. M. Colwell,M. Dunton. C. Elliott. G. Epstein, E.lhalgkins, V. Nelson, H. Wing,
Section 3. Report at North Hall to Eliz-
abeth Schiro, Section Chief— C. Aiken,
E. Bingle, P. Dimitre, Betty Hart, Flor-
ence Kaminsky, P. Peavey, C. Saunders,M. Snow, J. Stillman.
Faculty: Ruth Crosby.
Section 4. Report at Junkins' house to
Irving Laurin. Section Chief—J, W.Birchard, R. Gibbs, H. M. Goodwin, W.S. Hunt, R. Mayo, D. A. Piper, J. B. Ross,
mined for gold. From these experiences, Robert Simpson, G. Stoughton, J. Wil-
lie derived material for such plays as "Ile" Section 5. Report at Junkins' house to
William R. Thompson, Section Chief—
Bottume, G. Clarke, Ray Galley, Leo
Haggerty, Adolph Koran. J. R. McDou-gall, B. Perkins. G. Roundy, RudolphSadler. Leonard Thomsen.
Section 6. Report at Junkins' house to
Edward C. Sherry, Section Chief—A. H.
Boothby. C. Bicknell, R. Costrell, C. Fol-ley, R. Higgins, L. J. Hinman, J. Hooper,
L. V. Page, A. E. Watson, M. E. Wil-liams.
Section 7. Report at Heating Plant to
Alfred Bottcher, Section Chief—J. N.
Ashmore, B. F. Blanchard. E. Coffin, P.D. Cushman, L. Felberg, R. Gallop, P. E.Goode, G. J. Harrison, F. Lindenberger,
H. Morse.
Section 8. Report at Heating Plant to
G. 0. Harrison, Section Chief—B. G.
Avery, F. Boyle. R. Boynton, H. J. Crafts.W. F. Davis, P. N. Gregory, W. Hickey,
H. R. Newcomb, F. Shannon, R. Wooster.
PROJECT 2
Section 1. Report at Forest Nursery
Building to Robert L. Allen, Section Chief
—John Ilartlett, William Bessom, WalterA. Downs. Earle Gray, William Kier-
stead, kobert M. Loveless, Nelson Rokes,Chauncey Russell,
Section 2. Report at Forest Nursery
Building to William Hunnewell, SectionChief—James Hanson, Ralph W. Hawkes.Jr., Fred Sanborn Judkins, Orland R.
Meade, Frank W. Myers, W. Richardson.
Byron Sibley.
PROJECT 3
Section 1. Report at University dump
to Charles Woelfel, Section Chief---R. J.
Beverage. R. J. Carrigan. E. F. Crowley,J. Douglas, J. 0. Durkee. R. Foster, R.N Lord, J M. McNutty, A. L. Roberts.
Section 2 Report at University dumpto Charles Tropp, Section Chief—W.
Blake, E. Childs, R. G. Freel. T. Harding,
T. G. Johnson, D. MacDonald, A. B.Otis. Richard Pfuntner, D. Thompson.(Continued ess Page Six) (Continued cm Page Fise)
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Use the Lawns
Once again the University Super-
intendent of Grounds asks student
cooperation in refraining from
walking on the campus lawns for
the next few weeks while the new
grass gets its start.
The nationally known beauty of
the University campus lies largely
in its lawns and trees, and it will
only be through thoughtlessness that
students and faculty members will
neglect to walk on the sidewalks.
A rutted, middy path between
Alumni Hall and the Library for
visitors to notice at Commencement
will hardly be justified by the few
steps now being saved by walking
across the lawn.
The Campus regrets incomplete
news coverage this week because of
its publication of Maine Day and
Speaking Contest entrants.
CONTRIBUTOR'S CLUB IN
NORTH HALL MEETING
A meeting 44 the Contributors' Club was
held on Sunday, April 21, at 7 o'clock in
the sun parlor of Balentine Hall. Two
versions for the fifth chapter of the novel
being written by the club were read.
Nantes were brought up and themes read
fir the selectimi if candidates for the Con-
tributors' Club. Refreshments consisting
of c,ici.a and assorted cookies were served.
The next meeting will be held on Sun-
day. May 5, at the home of Instructor
Mtaeland iii Orono.
CHURCH NOTICE
Methodist Episcopal Church
10.30 Morning service. Sermon theme,
"Half and Hall,- Mr. Bellew speaking.
7(10 Evening Assembly-a joint meet-
ing of the three Forums. Sunday Eve-
. g Club of the Fellowship Church as
invited guests. Illustrated talk on "Ha-
waii- 4.2 reels of movies), President
Hauck.
A freshman meeting star held last
week at the Maples. Mrs. Fritchman
gave some very interesting and well-
executed readings front "Green PaS-
NOTICE
Sign up immediately on the lists which
will be posted in the girls' dormitories
and the M.C.A. building for the Fresh-
man-Sophomore Banquet sponsored by
the Sophomore Eagles and Neal Mathetai
which is to be given Wednesday. May 8.
at 6 o'clock. There will be a charge of
about fifty cents for off-campus sopho-
mores.
Tickets are now on sale at the
Bookstore for "Another Language"
to be presented April 31 and May
2. Get yours early along with a
good seat.
The Junior English major exam-
ination in the mechanics of writing
will be held Tuesday afternoon,
April 30, from 3:20 to 5:10, in Room
205 Stevens Hall. (These two peri-
ods are free in all the Junior pro-
gram cards. If any conflict is in-
volved, it should be reported im-
mediately to the Head of the De-
partment of English.)
THE MAINE CAMPUS
PRIZE SPEAKING CONTEST PROGRAM
ft-
Serious Reading-Section A-37 Stevens, Elizabeth Folsom N. H. Fay-Dexter
N..rth---2 '30 pm.
Friday. April 26, 1935
Chairman Stuart Mosher
Timekeepers 1. Lorenzo Gagnon; 2. Fred-
erick W. Brush
Julges Dorothy Sawyer; 2. Elizabeth
Wilhelm 3 Elston Ingalls
School
Old Town
A. H. Donnell
Steuben
All women who are interested in
applying for waitresses' positions at
Balentine Hall should see Miss
Ruth Cope before May 1st and fill
out application blanks.
Student
Frances Orr
The Change
Eunice ('lark
The Wheels of Time Florence Barclay
Virginia W. o,d Winter Harbor
Honey Leota Black
Marjorie lb magby
Washington-E. Machias
The It 'h,•els of 7 ime Florence Barclay
Irene Whitman Stonington
Yell,w Butterflies Unknown
Myra Cooke Corinna
Cigarette's Ride Anonymous
Gwoldolyn McFarland
Ricker C. L-Houlton
The White hands of Telhans
S. R. Davenport
Sara Illndgett Bucksport
An .4merican Citizen F. H. Crawford
Georgia Thayer South Paris
The Death Disc Mark Twain
Rita Young Leavitt-Turner Center
The Going of the Swan
Gilbert Parker
Cecelia Pepper Orono
Boithy Shaltoe Homer Green
Phyllis Frank Pennell-Gray
}'ellose Butterflies Unknown
I.ouise Chandler Machias
A Burgundian Defiance
Serious Reading-Section B-19 Stevens,
North-2:30 p.m.
Friday. April 26, 1935
Chairman: Charlotte Lachance
Timekeepers: I. Charlotte Newell;
2. Margaret Thayer
Judges: I. Lucinda Ripley; 2. John Wil-
ley: 3. Dorothy Nutt
Student School
Nelson Bragg Milo
Eyes Leota Black
Earl Robinson Bar Harbor
Three Minute Yegg Paul Gallic°
Janet Barbour Newport
The Perfect Tribute
Mary R. S. Andrews
Mary E. Buckner Waterville
,ltfariantir's Denunciation
Stephen Phillips
Richard Marton Farmington
The Explorer Rudyard Kipling
Eleanor King Ellsworth
Traitor's Deathbed George I.ippard
Ruth Saunders George Stevens-Bluehill
Crimson Rambler Kathryn Kimball
Mildred Neale St. Croix-Woodland
Little Duck Kathryn Kimball
Elizabeth Richards
North Yarmouth-Yarmouth
Cutting from Richlieu Bulwer-Lytton
John Daily M.C.I.-Pittsfield
The Lance of Kanana Willard French
Olivia Chandler Camden
The Lord's Prayer F. Coupee
Justin McCarthy
Scarhoro-So. Portland
Eva 1. Chase Limestone
The Beau of Bath Constance MacKay
Serious Reading-Section C-365 Stevens
-2:30 p.m.
Friday. April 26, 1935
Chairman : Alleh Duff
Timekeepers: I. Lawrence Farrer ;
2. Helen Blake
Judges : I. Richard Wooster; 2. Frances
Louise Getchell: 3. Helen Buker
Student School
Lenms Harris Hartland
Strosigheart Anonymous
Irma Carson Hodgdon
Vesuvius and the Egyptian
Edward Lytton
Robert Fagg Livermore Falls
Snake Dance Carey Ford
Everett Dunlap Kingfield
The Bishop's Candlesticks Victor Hugo
Virginia Howe Union
The Tell-Tale Heart Edgar A. Poe
Gail Weatherbee
Foxcroft-Dover-Foxcnaft
Anne if Green Gables
1.. M. Neon! glittery
Alice E. Witham Norridgewock
The Littlest Rebel Edward E. Peple
Virginia Gay Milbridge
The Greater Race (;%endolyn Brown
Blanche Lowell Mattanawcook
Thrush Anonymous
Glenna Johnson Sullivan-North Sullivan
Anne of Green Gables
I.. M. Montgomery
Audrey Greene Brownville
Mickey's Marker Leota Black
Edith Dandis Rockland
The Sy.sin .Sinmq Katharine R. Brooks
Bertha Clement Mexico-Ridlonville
.slion of the Cross Unknown
Serious Reading-Section 1)-155 Stev-
ens-- 2:30 p.m.
Friday. April 26, 1935
Chairman: Victor I.. Walker
Timekeepers: I. Floyd Elwell; 2. Phyllis
Hamilton
Judges: 1. Elizabeth Shiro; 2. Kay Hoctor
3. Agnes Crowley
Student School
Eleanor Winchell Bangor
The Courtship of Miles Standish
Eugene Preshrey
Bette Bryant Freedom
Zinioarella McDowell
Madeline Larhy Winterport
White Lilacs Leota H. Black
Clarice Mercier Stephens
-Rumford
Crimson Rambler Kathryn Kimball
Leland H. NicKenney Patten
Soldier of FOrillti f Robert W. Service
Hampden
Constance MacKay
Wilton
Allen Montgomery
Brewer
Brooks
Icanne 114n•le Caribou
Ilansiant Hildegarde Hanver
Ruth MacDonald Cony
-Augusta
7'he Finger of Gad Percival Wilde
Winter Harbor
Oakfield
Humorous Reading
-Section A-17
Stevens, North
-2:30 p.m.
Friday. April 26, 1935
Chairman • Charles Havener
Timekeeper,: 1. James Day; 2. Prentiss
Markle
Judges: I. Carolyn Currier: Z Elwood
Bryant: 3 Geneva Epstein
Student School
Julia Howland Old Town
Jane Booth Tarkington
Kathleen Perry Steuben
Ma at the Leota Black
Miriam Colwell Winter Harbor
The Home Talent Rehearsal
J. L. Harbour
Bessie Foster
Beau of Bath
Louise Russell
.4 tin Entertains
Lillian Moore
The Swan Song
China Blue Eyes Alma Foss
Alta Estabrook R.C.1.-Houlton
China Blue Eyes Alma FoSS
Donald Bowden Bucksport
A Knight Above Reproach
Ellis Parker
Martha A. Nutting South Paris
Brotherly Love Leota Black
Catherine Chase Leavitt-Turner Center
A Model Letter to a Priem(
Booth Tarkington
James Salisbury Bar Harbor
Saunders McGlashan's Ceurtship
Paul Kennedy
Una Mooers Newport
Whoa There, January!
Walter Ben Hare
Betty MacAlary Rockland
The School Program J. L. Harbour
Louise Dirksen Machias
Pickwick in the Wrong Bedroom
Charles Dickens
Humorous Reading-Section B-4 Stev-
ens, South-2:30 p.m.
Friday. April 26,1935
Chairman: Chester \V. Smith
Timekeepers: I. 'Wilford Merrill;
2. Joseph Galbraith
Judges: I. Bettina Frances Sullivan;
a Theodore Wood; 3. Margaret Cope-
land.
Student School
Alma R. Moses Waterville
The School Program Morris Wade
James Whitten Farmington
Old King Pharo's Daughter
Walter Ben Hare
George Lounder Ellsworth
St. Peter at the Gate Joseph Smiler
Doris White St. Croix-Woodland
A Football Romance Lois Alexander
Paul Houston M .C.I.- Pitts field
Mr. Bush's Kindergarten ChristillaS
Hayden Carruth
Ruth Welt No. Yarmouth-Yarmouth
Cutting from Seventeen
Booth Tarkington
Harriet Gates Stearns-Millinocket
China Blue Eyes Alma P. Foss
Barbara Weymouth Hartland
The Cat Came Bark L. H. Black
Beedter E. Edgecomb Limestone
Ma at the Basketball Games
L. H. Black
Arlene Howard Hodgdon
Plupy's Debating Club Henry A. Shute
Stetson
Betty Bean Mexico-Ridlonville
Ruggles Christmas Party
Kate D. Wiggins
Humorous Reading-Section C-255
Stevens-2:30 p.m.
Friday, April 26. 1935
Chairman: Alice Elizabeth Sisco
Timekeepers: 1. Ralph McCrurn;
2. Paulette Roussin
Judges: 1. Jane Sullivan; 2. Robert Lav-
erty: 3. Bernice Hamilton
Student School
Annie Connors Livermore Falls
.4 Pair of Sexes Franklin P. Adams
Maxine E. Cross Kingfield
When Angry, Count One Hundred
E. Cavazzi
Evelyn MacDougall
Foxcroft-Dover-Foxcri it t
The Last Day of School J. L. Harbour
Norma E. Gray Norridgewock
The li'edding Basher
Betty Wallace Milbridge
The School Program 1, I.. Harbour
Luellyn Clough Mattanawcolik-1.incoln
Let Brotherly Love Continue Black
Elizabeth Robertson
Sullivan-No, Sullivan
The Wedding Kate Douglas Wiggin
Betty Smart Bangor
.4 Stitch in Time I.eota Black
Geneva Wentworth Freedom
The Downfall of Santa Claus
Walter Ben Hare
Cora Lewis Winterport
Let Brotherly Love Continue Black
Oakfield
Humorous Reading-Section D-28
Stevens. South-2:30 p.m.
Friday. April 26, 1935
Chairman: Edward 0. Merrill
Timekeepers: I. Benjamin I. Robinson;
2. Kay Wormwood
Judges: I. John T. Clark; 2. Margaret
Snow: 3. Charlotte 0. Fifield
Student School
Rita Morrison Stephens-Rumford
Lena By De Football Game
Peggy Reece
Theresa M. Morin Patten
Betty at the Baseball Game Unknown
Alice M. Emms
The Movie Fan
1)iirothy Shae
Dotty Drives
Patricia Smith
Hampden
Mary Howe
Wilton
a Bargain
Penelope Dickerson
Brewer
Brotherly Lore . Black
Agnes Bouchard Caribou
Pete Projects Wariel Brady
Mary Lou Duff Cony-Augusta
The School for Scandal Sheridan
Claudia Scamman Orono
Highway Robbery Albert Traynor
Florence Carleton Camden
Bridging-it F. Huet
Winter Harbor
Miriam Adams Solon
I I ',to's Afraid! Marjorie Cook
Declamation-Section A-6 Stevens,
South-2:30 p.m.
Friday, April 26. 1935
Chairman: Orrin S. Bradbury
Timekeepers: 1. Frank E. Doe;
2. Sylvia Cohen
Judges: I. Kenrick Sparrow; 2 F.dward
Homer Redman ; 3. Wendell Hadlock
Student School
James Shiro Old Town
The American Road H. J. Oberholzer
Charles Grover Winter Harbor
An .411 Embracing Americanism
- W. D. Upshaw
John Grant Washington-E. Machais
At the Grave of the Unknowns
Soldier Warren G. Harding
Elsa Bartlett Stonington
The Unknown Soldier Bruce Barton
Harold Wentworth Corinna
The Unseen Witness Kathryn Wayne
Paul Bubar R.C.I.-Houlton
God or Mars Ray Mar
Stanley Smith Leavitt-Turner Center
There is no Peace Frank Murray
Burton Meisner Milo
I outh .4 flame Irene Holth
Mahlon McFarland Bar Harbor
Immortality Robert L. Taylor
George Barrows Sangerville
The Unseen It'itness Kathryn Wayne
Oakfield
Derlaination-Section B-32 Stevens,
South-2:30 p.m.
Friday, April 26, 1935
Chairman: Paul Moody
Timekeepers: I. Robert P. Norris;
2. Ralph Viola
Judges: I. Gerald G. Beverage;
George Cobb; 3. Vernon Packard
Student School
Leslie Murray Newport
I am Innocent of this Blood
Alfred E. Reiman
Raymond Lacombe Waterville
Date Kernels Harold Lavender
Leslie Stone Ellsworth
The New Frontier Nevin S. Jones
Wilfred Gagnon St. Croix-Woodland
Every Man a King Huey P. Long
Frederick Waldron M.C.I.-Pittsfield
International Understanding
• Evelyn Horton
Orville Denison, Jr.
No. Yarmouth-Yarmouth
My Account with the Unknown
So/tiler Harry E. Fosdick
Joseph Bonis S teams- M i llinocket
The Masterful Man of the Ages
John M. Robison
Clyde Griffith Hartland
The Constitution Wenig
Perley H. Giggey Limestone
The Paradox of Peace Willard Wirtz
Gertrude Bisbee Livermore Falls
The Press Walter Lippman
Dwight Sinclair Machias
4t the Grave of the Unknown
Soldier Warren G. Harding
Declamation
-Section C-355 Stevens-
2:34) p.m.
Friday. April 26, 1935
Chairman: Richard Chase
Timekeepers: I. Richard Berry;
.. Josephine Profita
Judges: 1. Philip Pendell; 2. Robert C.
Arey : 3. Nathan Cohen
Ilma Witori Kingfield
The Fifth Horseman G. V. Kelley
Curtis Payson Union
The Supreme Menace Earl M. Dunbar
Ruth I.evensalor
Foxcroft-Dover-Foxicroft
What Price Peace! Kathleen Norris
Goodman C. Everett Norridgewock
L inipu thin s Ralph Enstrom
Millard Howard Hodgdon
Spartarus to the Gladiators
Elijah Kellogg
lives' Sullivan-North
.11en W. H. Northcott
Frank Lahley Bangor
Of/usi,a of Equality
Gurnsey F. Gorton
Milton Semer Edward I.ittle-Auburn
Materialistic Idealism Wm. F. Dunham
W. Burton Todd Freedom
Intertvatioh ut 1.444a Thurston
Harland Verrill Winterport
Spartacus to the Gladiators
Elijah Kellogg
Leon Strout Mexico-Ridlonville
Ira:wand Address
ARCHITECTURE
OF THE EGrPTIAH ARCHITECTURE
THE CoNSTRucT4N OF TEMPLES
AND TOMBS - WHICH BRINGS.
US TO THE TEMPLES
OF KARNAK
TOBACCOTECTURE
THE ;E5T PLAN i5 TO FILL YOUR
PIPF WITH MILD MELLOW
PRINCE ALBERT AND
FIND OUT HOW GOOD
TOP-QUALITY TOBACC -
CAN TASTE! 3-
Franklin D. Roosevelt
Declamation-Section D-40 Stevens,
South-2:30 p.m.
Friday. April 26,1935
Chairman: Leo Leiberman
Timekeepers: I. Lawrence Denning;
2. David Cameron
Judges: 1. Edward W. O'Connell:
2. Mae Cohen; 3. George R. Trimble
Student School
Eleanor Small Stephens-Rumford
Let. Us Have Our Dreams
Wanda Morton
Dayee E. Drew Patten
The Hen and the Carp Editorial
Roscoe Giles Hampden
My Account with the Unknown
Soldier • Dr. Fosdick
Owen Wheeler Wilton
Abraham Lincoln Rowland Johnston
Wm. G. Laliberti Brewer
Technocracy Passes Anderson
Richard Hallowell Caribou
Let rs Have Our Dreams
Ralph Farris
The Sacrifice That
Richard Hopkins
Ropes
Ervin A. Arbo
Wanda Mort,.
Cony -Augus:a
Failed Unkm,w1
Camder.
L'nknciA
Browny': ie
Philip Harwood Richard Sm:t.:1
Winter Harti. r
Extemporaneous Speaking-Section A
300 Stevens-2 :30 p.m.
Friday. April 26, 1935
Chairman: Robert Nivison
Timekeepers: I. Stanley Young;
2. Francis A. Nelson
Judges: 1. David S. Brown; 1 Sarg,.
Russell; 3. Roland Gleszer
Student
Earl Pierce Old T(
Horace Sinclair
Rufus Prince
Charles Remick
Adolphe Moses
Robert A. Maheu
(Costumed
Sten' •
Leavitt-Turner Cent:
Bar Harli, r
Newport
'Waterville
on Page Five)
Just think of it! Here's what your bill would cover for complete
Electric Service for 30 days!.... What else could you buy which
would give you so much service for so little money?
Sweeping, dusting, cleaning  9 cents
Providing accurate time, 3 rooms 21 cents
Dishwashing after 90 meals  11 cents
Exhausting odors front the kitchen 15 cents
Mixing batters and salad dressings 10 cents
Operating sewing machine  4 cents
Providing delicious coffee twice a day 20 cents
Crisp toast at every breakfast  20 cents
Radio entertainment every day . . • 42 cents
Health-guarding, ultra-violet radiation • 41 cents
Ironing 
Washing  
30 cents
10 cents
Adequate light  146 cents
Refrigeration 
 150 cents
Cooking  350 cents
Dependable hot water  350 cents
If you do not use electric service for all these operations, your
cost for some uses may be slightly higher because, as you know,
THE MORE ELECTRICITY YOU USE, THE LESS IT
COSTS PER UNIT.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS 3
I. THEATRE TALK 1
By Martin Scrivener
There always has been a decid-
ed tendency to respect caution.
[he attitude of a man who dares
assume that he has the necessary
ourage to undertake a certain en-
terprise is to be viewed with skep-
ticism and qualification. The
greater part of this feeling has
been fertilized to prevent the vic-
tim of a superficial courage front
Acting in a way that might bring
some adverse criticism thundering
down on his defenseless shoulders;
his own shoulders and those of
others whom he might innocently,
of otherwise, involve in the situa-
tion. They are utterly altruistic in
their supposition that it will be he
who will be punished for his atti-
tude, but to be perfectly safe, and
just in case someone else might
happen to be connected, they in-
sist that he exercise extreme cau-
tion. They tell us under certain
conditions, and the restrictions
supplementing the statement are
endless, that it is better to be safe
titan sorry. It is much better be-
cause they might possibly be sorry
along with someone else.
* * *
Columbus, some four hundred
years ago, and notice the caution is
my estimate, started an ocean trip
that has since grown to be rather
ianaous to the inhabitants of this
nation. Lveryone respected his
caution. All during the voyage,
it is said, the crew was skeptical
about its commander, and near
the end, the men were ready to
throw the captain overboard and
return to whatever interest they
had left in the home port. I lere,
it is certain, the men cared noth-
ing for their own welfare, but
they thought only of the captain.
Caution always has been res-
pected.
Sometime after Columbus ors-
covered himself in chains because
of his cautious nature, Charles
Lindbergh made rather a different
trip across the sante ocean. lite
people on both sides of the At-
lantic were so enthusiastic about
his utter caution that they lauded
and praised him for several days.
A person who has courage to ig-
nore caution in certain circum-
stances must be looked on witn
some qualifications. He might
be a dangerous influence, and for
his own welfare his attitude should
be discouraged.
* *
This matter of caution is far
reaching in its effects, and in some
way it has found itself into this
column. Plays have been review-
ed with some caution, but occa-
sionally that ugly monster cour-
age, and his cousin, indifference
have reared their scaly head. On
those occasions much antagonism
has been fostered between the
readers and the contributor, but
if they would only remember
that it is not always the cautious
people who reap rewards perhaps
their gentle natures could rest
more easily.
*
If. like Columbus and Lind-
bergh, more people could exercise
the same variety of caution, the
plays in the Little Theatre could
be improved. If the enemies 01
this bureau were less cautious and
more rational their blood pressure
would be lower, and their dis-
positions much higher.
—0-
HOME I.C. EXPERT HERE
TEACHING, INTERVIEWING
Mrs. Florence Jenkins. State super-
ism of Home Economics, is on the
Maine comm. all this week teaching a
ipecial unit in the Method. class of
Home Economics Education During the
..veek she will interview and hold di.-
, uesion groups with all students inter-
ested in the teaching of Home F,corei.
rives.
Local A. A. U. P.
Chapter To Meet
Here On Friday
A luncheon meet of the University ot
Nlanie Chapter uf the American .k.socia
t.oi. of UM', t•r•li Professors Is being
held in Aerial Hall Friday, April 2c.
flit meeting is called to discuss thc 10.,A
lut Hitler ship drie emenating artan the
,sociation's headquarter s in 1% asking -
i and to discuss the viao• iii hicti 111F
vanizatton can benefit the Unisersity
of the Maine faculty are urged
consider the benefits of inembersh.r,
the Association. Protessur J. hi.
...ring is the president tit the Umsersity
Maine thapter.
Miss Florence Jenkins, State Supers ,-
sor of Home Ecomntircs, is spending the
week on the University of Maine campus
giving a series ot six lectures open to
the Seniors who contemplate teaching
She is also holding discussion groups on
pertinent problems in practical Home
Ecomitrucs during her stay; The titles
of Miss Jenkins' lectures are: State l'r..
gram, State Policies, Ethics of Teaching,
the Nursing School, Adult Classes. and
Methods.
Professor Id. D. Jones recently cl,n-
ducted an Ao-icultural field trip to
Coruna where a study and examination 'it
the farming ss stem being used by Fred
Nutter was in.nle. Detailed expenees and
receipts of farm operations were mato
directly from the farm cash hook. Alt.
Nutter is one of the Board of Director,
of the Penobscot Producers Association,
a federal credit association to aid fa!
mers.
Professor I). B. Demerritt, Head oi
the Forestry Department, spoke Tuesila
night, April 23, bei0re the Chamber of
Commerce in Machias on the topic "Na-
tional Forests and Parks in Maine."
Play Production Book
Written By Bricker
By James Day
Work on Our Theatre Today, a
book on play production by Her-
schel L Bricker, instructor in the
public speaking department, is
now nearing completion and as
expected to be finished some time
this summer. The book is unique
iii that there has never been one
of a similar nature compiled be-
fore in the production field and
never one that has been written
by outstanding figures of the thea-
tre and its many phases.
tii addition to the chapters by the om-
it il.utors, the book will contain two 111-
troduction, b) /tricker. The first will
lie intended pritnarily for the general
It'ader; the second fur the student eit
the theatre. A number of light analyses,
stage plots, serne cute and a biographical
note on each contributor will be included.
Die first two chapters on theatre his-
tory ale contributed by Alfred Harding
111 charge of the editorial work
UI the Actor's Equity Association and
an author of several books. His /west
work, Result of the Actor, has proved
very successful.
Irving l'isehel, actor and director of
loth stage and screen, has written a
chapter on the present day theatre. The
iourth chapter on the playwright was
done by Barrett Clark. international
authority on drama, prominent lecturer,
and also a noted author.
Next is Arthur Hopkins' chapter 011
ihe author and the producer. Hopkins
has produced and directed in New York
since 1912, arid arming his many Sl1CCCSsts
have been plays by O'Neill, Barry, and
other noted playwrights. Brock Pem-
berton, who is reputed to hate never had
a flop, has written a general chapter on
the director. His current success on
Broadway is Personal Appearance.
The next three chapter. on 'My Me-
thod of Directing" have been written by
Melt illy Burke, &tram liarlison, and
Preinly Morrison respectisely. Burke is
a New York director who is well inwn
•, Maine owing to his runes:tan as •ki,
director at Lakewood. Harrison,
,icted over 30 pia) s in New York ..
i.-nduct and is also a dialogue direeis•
NI the screen Morrison has directed
in evlity large stock city in the United
States. Australia. and New Zealand
These chapters otter three points ot
dew, so wide that no spot on the di-
rector's horizon IN kit Unit/Wiled.
The chapter on stage designing is con-
trihuted b (Aeon Throckinorton, who
is one ot New York's outstanding de
s gheis Stage lighting follows, written
by Staiik It. McCandleSJ. This subject.
covered be the noted professor of stage
1.iatiiing at Nale, will consist of two
chapters. lie is eerie of Anwrica's best
authorities Alki WAS lighting consultant
feu. Ruckeieller Center. The second
chapter is written by ‘.ouis Erhardt,
formed) lighting instructor at Yale and
now lighting expert for Donald Oetisel-
ager, New York designer.
Aline Bernstein, America's forerib
stage and costume designer, is 1ATIllat};
the chapter on costume. The last chap-
ter on makeup is by Tarnara Daykarka-
hanora who is a director of studio and
•tage makeup in New York. She was A
,114eIll COnStantnic Stantslars"
in the school tif the Nleiscow Art Thea
tee and has had a wide range of experi-
ence in America and Europe.
A feature of the book which should
lie.if particular interest to students at
Nlaine is found in the cover and jacket
dcsigns. These are being druie by Alfred
Sweeney who transferred from Maine
NI. 1. T. last year. Sweeney is a m,..
tar of Phi Ga llllll a Delta and was pro
minent in man!, college actieities.
remember him in connection with the
etel ce1Itseent work he did with the Maine
Masque-.
Samuel French, plao and drama hook
publishers of New York are jiutilishing
Bricker'. work. According to the latest
atimiuncements, it can he expected some
time during the summer.
Your Parents and Friends
Want to Know About
You
Send them subscriptions to
Vitt J' attir
AN INDEPENDENT PAPI.k
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England
1 hi. oray ...thkost paper III the Fast that presriit, re. by radio
Listen to the Maine (ainPas radio broadcast every Friday
at 7:45 o'clock over W1.111.
COLLEGE STOOP:NT.
••1 smoke a lot because I
find that Camels ban ash
that 'done in' feeling,' '
says Alford Archer.
And chats swell taste
they haver
MRS. LUDLOW WHITAKER
STEVENS: "It's remarkable the
wayaCamelrenewsyourenergy
RANCHER. Charley Belden of
Wyoming: "When I get to feel-
ing Li rt•d, I smoke a Camel, and
my energy perkri up right away."
-oo.•
HORSEWOMAN.
••I don't know any-
thing else that
brings the pleasant
'lift' I get from a
Camel.•• says Miss
Helene Bradshaw.
-Camehinevergive
dimly nerves."
COLLEGE GIRL
Listen to Margue-
rite Osmun: "A
Camel makes
feel fresher .morc
alert. Aid what ii
grand taste... PI)
raid and appealing."
ALASKAN EXPLORER. Harold
McCracken says. "Camels Sr.
mild...yet have a full, rich vor.
They refresh my energy "
GIRL I:MIA/RE:1FL
"When I'm tired,"
says Mrs. William
LaVarre. "I atop
amt smoke a Carnet
It wakes up my
energy aaddoes not
attfect my nerves."
RA010 IX t'EttT
-Camels Sr, my
choice on taste."
sayallarry
Station WI ill. -And
SMOkIloit S (*IMO
relieves fatigue. •
eel`
GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE
ENGINEER. R. G. Cone says:
"When rm worn out. a Camel
relieves me of tirednena."
ENGINEER. "Camels re-
fresh me in a very few mm n
ores," says Erwin Ft Jonee,
staff engineer Boulder I Pam.
E X PLORER. Captain
R. Stuart Murray
says "Camels give me
• pick-up in energy
when I need it, and I
prefer Camel's flavor"
MI6. K. J itt),.•1•1, is. i •
TItA NS IA It Fie
SE It. "4 'marl s are
my 'supercharger.'
They give mt• new
energy and'go,"
says Sir Charles
Kingsford-Smith.
REPORTER. "When I'm feel-
ing 'let down,'" says Marny
Nichols, "I get a 'lift in my
energy with a Camel."
CAMERAMAN.
F.. E. C. Pick's...1
speaking "When
I get worn u,ut and
exhausted, the
way I 'turn on. my
energy again la
smoke a Carpel "
COSTLIER TOBACCOS IN CAMELS!
"Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS -Turkish and
(140.41 a. .1 055 NOLO!, TOOACCO COMPANY
11.1•51, N C.
It i`Of Pr.,%//
40.0, t
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Talk of the Campus
By Carl Botturne
Since we found out that we
couldn't wash completely in either
North or South Stevens, there be-
ing no soap in one place and no
towels in the other, we decided to
investigate and in so doing stumb-
led into another world entirely.
We got talking with the janitors
and found out what an interesting
lot they are, with their own little
set of troubles and grievances
against the world. During the con-
versation we forgot all about the
washing facilities but they soon
brought them up themselves with-
out any mention of them on our
part at all.
It seems things don't stay put.
It's a sore point with them. The
mirror in North Wing was caught
one day walking off all by its
little self, mind you. But the
biackets that held it made a safe
get-a-way, so it was months be-
fore the mirror was hung again.
That accounts for all the men
using the South Wing washing
room this Winter. Even waste-
baskets had a way of disappearing.
Paper cartons were substituted
and everything was all right for a
time until mind you even one of
these left. And soap dishes are
posiatively ephemeral. These ap-
pliances, it appears, have no con-
sideration for us at all, for if only
one complete group of the species
would stay in either North or
South Stevens we could get a com-
plete wash. We have horrible
visions of folks washing in South
Wing and then rushing thru the
corridors to North Wing for towel
and mirror.
The wings cause the most trou-
ble it appears for evidently folks
can't get used to the smooth new
chairs, for they are constantly
carving them up, and as for the
new power
-ventilators — people
follow the janitors thru the halls
begging to have them shut off
They complain they can't make
themselves heard above the whirr
of the fans. The janitors used to
comply but the University stepped
in, all in a little pet, because these
were the very latest things! One
instructor came panting and trem-
bling the other day pleading to
have them shut off in his room.
It seemed he was reading to his
students and he just couldn't sound
effective with all that competition,
he said. But nothing could be
done and he went away shaking
his head in a frustrated way. Of
course out of loyalty the janitors
won't say a thing against them.but if you happen to mention the
merits of a good open window
there is a discreet but eloquent
silence.
In winter the job of keeping the
buildings clean is about one quar-
ter of what it is in the summer.
The snow covers up all the dirt
and it can't be tracked in. They
have to keep the stairs especially
clean since folks are liable to skid
and go tumbling down. It must
be sort of a record that there
hasn't been • single bad fall.
When President Hauck first came
here he was delighted about the
new buildings, but it is suggested
that it would have been a treat if
we could have seen him when he
saw those coffee cans that collect
our contributions of butts. Evi-
dently he wanted something nicer,
more ornamental, but he just
somehow never did come around
with a suggestion of how to hitch
the new ones to the wall.
We guess janitors the world
over have ideas in controls I hi
-se
particular ones have feelings in
common, too, for they are all
pretty attached to those gardens
some instructors keep in their offi-
ces. It seems they have to take
care of them most of the time
since the teachers are either on
vacation or too busy. But you
can see they are very fond of
them. And they have their com-
mon fears, too, for they are posi-
tively jittery about those fire-
ez tinguishers. Not one has as yet
gone rolling about the halls spray-
ing folks, but you never can tell,
they say. We suggested that with
all these things in common, they
probably have a club or some for-
mal group where they air their
private and professional feelings.
But no. Nothing. They seemed
very happy, too, strange to say.
—0— -
Communism, Fascism
Rapped By Co!cord
Lincoln Cu'curd, lecturer and author
of note, you the speaker at the fourth
aneisersary and inmates' hansom held at
Kappa sigma Fraternity last Saturday
,.ht. Charles B. Gould, a charter mem-
: of Kappa Sigma at Manse, was the
,.ored guest.
Lincoln Colcord was a member oi the
Class of 'lib and Kappa Sigma. Whale
atieeding this University he wrote the
tot lir Song with Professor Adelbert
spiague, also a student here at that time
aiid a Mrilibrr of the same fraternity.
Colcurd said that the world today is
• oil the world of opportunity that it was
prim to the depression. He stated that
nee thinking and independent college
graduates can Still be successful in the
outside world provided they possess the
necessary initiative and ability to think
tor themselvet
croak:ins are today us mug in a World
Milt is 4:1011,taliti) umidel gultig diasiic
civanges and loins out neW and ranic.a,
uword. •viali) )(ding Ineu and Wu-
',dal may believe in sonimunisin or molls-
0i11 amid ittilik We A1044141 tUrli to one ui
lIlt other to relle'ke die present stir/Med
cconumst sant:6MM, Out, added luivortl,
'Mese iyvo ichealies ut goterrunein in-
tongs: onpei wind liberty and the whole
idea or purpose of humanny. What the
pullers.: sit I LiLliit) is, I do nut know,
Lull L do know that man Is Out here Just
to suppuit a a)stvin ut got eminent. '
Colcord stated that he believes in the
old and perhaps antiquated Jettersoman
turn* og deilioCraCy and (Milks that a
stivetilnient based on It should prove to be
inure satisiactury to the people ot this
country ludas than would a CoMMUMstiC
lorM it government
liming the war, Lolcurd was war our-
loomaidetit iet the Phiiadelphie Ledger
and was constantly iii close touch with
the 11,11,iiiiian administration_ tie drew
several imeresting comparisons between
that and the present ildlitiliistration.
'Although the majority of American
is•rs are nut tree thinking and are eas
inituenced in political matters by pop-
Mar appeal," 4:indium:id Culcord, "they
van still he depended on to vote intelli-
gent!) on matters that effect both them
and the country vitally. The mass of the
Inutile have an inherent taculty for dis-
tinguishing between good and had policies
although they may nut understand them
aliv too well. This was clearly Mustn't
at the t • tit the signing of the Ver
*1 real) when the) voted against
Its endorsement instead ot being led by
the popular appeal 01 the Wilsonian ad-
ministrant/as"
In speaking about the present adminas-
nation, Solcord stated that many ot the
sislent's policies are eConotniCall) Un-
• o I III his opinion. tie claims that the
N R. A. may he given a new lease ut
lite because of influential "big shots"
holding moque...lies whom it has aided
Ii'. putting maliv til the
-,11411,4 hii..mts• men out of the running
Galbraith Is Elected
Local R.O.T.C. Capt.
- -0- -
Joseph ,albraith was sleeted sapient
••I the local (unman) of scabbard and
Blade at the annual elections held last
I nut --day nerving Galbraith, who is,
Junior, has been active in military affair -
once his entrance ko the Usinersity.
he other ot t leers elected were . Actei
I Abbott, 1st Lieutenant; Charles 1,
Dexter, 2nd Lieutenant; Roland M
t:leszer, 1st Sergeant the officer'.
were installed immediately alter the
eleCtion All the newly elected officers
art second Lieutenants in the R. 0. T. C
Battalion.
GOWEN GETS HIGHEST
SPANISH EXAM RANK
Iti the StIll.i comprebr risivt evatn,tia-
fions given to Romance language majors
specializing in Spanish. first place was
soured by Eleanor G. Gowen. Miss
has recently been directing re-
hearsals in the Spanish Club and has
tcniporarily been in charge of certain
classes during the absence from the cam-
pus of Professor Peterson and Miss
Arnold.
Judges Are Selected Hilborn Investigates
For Writing Contest Orchard Winter kill
Judges for the Essay Contest being
solidus:led by Use Panhellenic Howe As-
sot iaticio and the CoUrict berAte UI
New York among college students hate
beet. ariouneed. they are: Alice burs
nut clot; Helen XXisrden, trature
writer; Ed sullivan, teature writer; Ly-
man Beecher Stowe, literateur, and Hans
V. Kallenborn, writer and Journalist.
The increasing interest of college stu-
dents in the contest is shown by time tast
that "lhe News. of Lawrence Institute
oi tech in Mighland Park, Mich., ha-
adopted the contest as a school activity.
inquiries have wen received trum schools
all over the country and Dom Canada.
Three prizes, ot money and stop-over,
ia the fictional' Tower of this city, will
be awarded in jhe contest, which is based
on a 5011-10111.1 word original essay un
"XXhat / Would Like to See When I
Visit New York." "[he iiret prize is $50
arA a week's stay at Beekman Tower;
the second prize, $35 and a week-efel's
stay; the third prize, $15 and a week-
end s stay.
The contest is open to both buys and
girls, and to both fraternity and non-
maternity' members. The essay must be
a commentary on an imagined itinerary.
nf New York City selected front -sug-
gestions furnished in a pamphlet supplied
upon request to Essay Contest C iiiii mit
tee, Beekman Tower, 3 Mitchell Place,
New York City.
The Courier Service will conduct
prize winners on their itineraries whe•I
they come to New Yok.
The contest will close June 15, 1935.
Dean Deering
Invited to Go to
Belgium For Institute
Dean Arthur L. Deering of the Col-
lege of Agriculture has recently received
an invitation to attend the 75th aninver-
sary of the founding of the Institution
Agrontinuquc de l'Etat at Gembloux,
be held at Genthloux. Belgium on July
30, 1935. King Leopold III, so the invi-
tation annsionices, will be the dotinguish-
ed guest. This is being held as a part of
the Brussels Exposition.
The invitation was writtem in French
and to be able to read it was one of the
compensations, Dean Deering states, for
burning the midnight oil twenty or inure
years ago. It will be impossibly for the
Dean to accept the invitation.
MAINE AGG1E ECONOMIST
TO MAKE ALBANY TRIP
Proles-.or t II. Nleishant will attend
the Conference of Agricultural Et-ono
mists to be held in Albany. New York
April 2ri and 27. This Nest England
States Conference is meeting to forum'
late plans for land classification arid land
tspes in this area, and is being held in
connection with a study of agricultural
product, in this region.
ni the following Tuesday and Wed
nesday, April 30 and lAay I. Prolessoi
klerchant will he in Augusta collo oit
•tatistics on the live stock sitisin..e
l.iiium-
 
Alla on Wednesday night, May 2.
he will address the OW Town Chamber
of Commerce on the topic, "The '1 tytid
iii Commoditv Prire•"
BACTERIOLOGY HEAD
SPOKE TO BOSTON CLUB
Dr. E. it. Huebner, Head of tlw tIe
partment of Bacteriology, was guest
speaker at the quarter's- nueting
Bacteriological Club in It steal .iii )aIIii
th1) e% ening, April 13. His nen, Was.
'Bacteriological Probelms Encountered ii
Pullorum Disease Control.-
TWENTY MAINE GRADS
ARE EMPLOYED BY F.C.A
X% old ties lees:sal) been less ised .•1 I.
t Mph)) titeiii of Frederick I tct ,
graduate of the College of Agriculture in
the class of 1930, by the Farm Credit
Administration. Mr. Sylvester will has
his head-quarters at 31 Central street,
Bangor, Maine. At this office are also
located Lewis Hardison '34 and Newtori
Churchill '32 There are approximately
twenty graduates of the College Ot %Pi
culture now employed by the Farm Cre-
dit Administration in the lost chStrict
which is composed of the New England
States, New York and New Jersey.
M. D. Jones, Profetsor of Agricultural
Economics and Farm Management. %IA
speak in Rockland May 3 before the W
mans Club of that city. His topic troll
be 'Items of Current Economic Interco
in the Field of Agriculture."
By Donald Mayo
ft Juuifr*z .11.21/ Re'pe,rr er  1
ill ii little room stacked with micros-
copes. ,dricirs and linpresshe bottles and
boxes, Iferle Iiiilorui Ii. 5.32 has.
since June, 1934, been working oil an es.-
trit,ive research into the caUses °I Wai-
ter-killits orchards. From all over the-
state hate come his speciniens and add-
ed to these have Leen branches kept at
different temperatures and for different
periods of time in an electric refrigerator.
slices one thousandth of an inch thick
hate been cut from the different owei-
levee passed through seven alcleihol pro-
ce•ses, stained and mounted. Set oaten
hundred of these 11111oUlaS have been tabu-
lated by a photornichrographer on 3x4
inch cards, sonic of them in color. These
show the progressive stages of frost-kill
tnrough the extraction of the water from
the living parenchyma cells, its freezing
in the intercellular spaces, the dying of
the, cells, and the resulting formation and
dispersion of a dark gum that blocks the
vessels on which the life of the tree de-
pends. This explains the dark color of
the wood in winter-killed trees.
Several conditions have bec•ii observed
which, to the hest khowledge of Mr.
have never before leen noted.
Resin ducts, similar to thisSe found in red-
woods, were found in the pith in young
apple shoots. The internal spread of
tuegus was observed. The' cause of frost
one- was definitely determined.
No filial condusions as to methods oi
at ol this co,lly hiss have !wen
reached, hut indications are that the all --
r lies in more careful and more exten-
-rye nrumme The winter of 1933-4
caused the dr sib and injury of 40.3 orso
cent of all Maine orchard trees and it
to partially eliminate this Los that the
I•r••f yet has been undertaken. It is beine,
onducted under the joint auspice' ; Of the
Li, patine-tits of Botany and Horticulture
•upported hy a Coe Research Fund grant.
NOTICE
.% notice was recently received from
NO-. J. A. .McDonough. State Adminis-
trior of Emergency Relief, to the effect
that F. K R. A. funds for student em-
Oilmen, at the University- of Maine will
be discontinued June 8, 1935. The SIU-
dint, Will he alloyted full rime for the-
week in June. Full time means a thirty-
hour maximum in the June F. E. R. A.
payroll.
•
...says Tokyo
Translating the symbol., the Tokyo
telephone operator says, "The connection
is made—go ahead, please." Meaning
that now you can talk to Japan from any
telephone in the Bell System.
Interestingly, Japanese was the first
foreign language ever transmitted by tele-
phone—when in the winter of )876-77
three Japanese students at Harvard
visited Alexander Graham Bell in Boston.
These men have lived to see the day
when they can talk with Boston from
their homeland!
Seeking to put the whole world on such
easy speaking terms, Bell System service
now enables you to reach more than 93%
of the world's 33,000,000 telephones.
Why not droo in at home
tone3H— by telephone?
For o Pst o e,:tosoos or
borgoin rotes coll by
number after 8.30 P. M
BELL TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
DcUOWL
"prrIght
The /angina robing OMpllit
IcAill• fie'l
sJ
TUNE IN—Leckie. are eve die air Seeardes•, with TI1E HIT PARADE, over NBC Network 8 to 9 P. MI. If. S. T.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
I hereby cast this vote for
to
 
be Queen of the Junior Prom, which is to be held on May 3.1935.
Signed (Name withheld)
Onlv girls from the Junior class are eligible for this honor.
Ballots not properly marked will be destroyed. All ballots prop-
. . 
_La 5,- :•• thP hands of the committee before
BARNSTORMING BALL
5
Frosh Swamp Deenng 1 low hurdles in 114S seconds, 'S second
NINE LOSES TO BRUIN IN SEASON'S OPENER In Indoor Contest Sat.
NINE AT PROVIDENCE
THE MAINE CAMPUS
(Continued)
Eldridge, B. Fox, C. Keegan, T. W.Owens, Jr., E. Laing, H. Lowe, H. Mal-lett, P. Nightingale, H. Preble, E. H.Redman, P. R. Beverly, H. E. Shaw, Jr.,R. W. Smith, J. S. Stanley, M. Sylvester,C. Towle, G. VVeatherbee, G. Wilcox.Section 11. Work at Phi Kappa House.Report to house president
-D. J. Barrett,R. Burns, J. Cyr, C. H. Delano, J. M.Hotz, K. Oxner, L. R. Parrott, P. A.Ryan, F. Topolosky, W. A. White.Section 12. Work at Phi Kappa SigmaHouse. Report to house president-R.W. Feyler, C. Fogg, R. L. Fuller, K. H.Johnstone, D. Kilgour, R. Lawrence. R.R. Lunt D. S. Merrill, G. B. Raymond,J. A. Stevens, H. M. Woodbury.Section 13. Work at Phi Mu DeltaHouse. Report to house president-J.Armstrong, H. Anderson, J. Decoster,E. H. Bates, P. C. Brown, A. Corbett,G. Edwards, D. M. Gay, R. W. Gerry,S. 0. Hancock, E. C. Hanson, C. Hig-gins, N. Jackson, F. C. Jones, E. E.Leavitt, M. Sanborn, R. H. Morrison,A. L. Owens, W. Oliver, C. Parker, SParsons, L. Pratt, V. Strout, H. A.Young, H. West, V. Wright.Section 14. Work at Sigma Alpha Ep-ilon House. Report to house president-G. G. Beverage, R. Chase, K. Chute, H.Gilbert, G. C. Grant, J. Greenlaw, G. F.Hart, R. D. Hutchins, E. P. Ingalls, L.Sumner, S. Mosher, J. Phillips, X. H.Ramirez. L. A. Severy, E. Stromberg.\I. W. Sullivan, E. Webster, S. Wheeler,(;. W. Warren.
Section 14. Work at Sigma Chi House.Report to house president-J. J. Fogarty.M. Hinckley, W. Hinckley, H. Car-roll, S. H. Lull, T. Carleton, A. D.Trask.
Section II. Work at Sigma Nu House.Report to house president-J. F. Averill,V. Chapman, L. E. Crockett, P. Dalot,M. Day. C. B. Dascombe, E. E. Flint,I.. H. Gaetz, J. N. Hamilton, T. E.Houghton, Jr., W. L. Jackman, D. J.Lennox, G. L. Littlefield, S. S. Marshall,Jr., N. J. Rawding.Section 16. Work at Tau Epsilon Phi!louse. Report to house president
-S. E.\mes, J. H. Axelrod, L. Berkowitz, M.Cohen, I. Fleischmann, H. S. Glass, H.1,rodinsky. I). M. Horblit, H. Helfand,M. H. Lane, H. J. Leases, S. Levine, S.Levy, I... Lieberman, I. H. Lief, L. Mey-er. I. Perkins, M. Rubin, W. S. Shamban.Section 17. Work at Theta Chi House.lOport to house president-H. Aliberti,I). Anderson, F. A. Anderson, E. Back-er. D. W. Brown, J. E. Bennett, T. B.1:utton, P. Cosasa, T. Cavanaugh, G. L.Cnute. J. R. Coffin, W. 0. Cooney, A.wney, E. H. Doyle, Jr., R. B. Hackett,Harmon. C. Lynch, E. McCann, D.
-phy, H. E. O'Connell, A. A. Polito,\ Ros.S. H. D. Shute, E. F. Thomp-
- . R. Toms, F. G. Watson, R. Whittier.
PROJECT 17. Staining girls' field house.Section 1. Report at Girls' Field House
Marie Archer, Section Chief
-E. Ash-\. Bishop, H. Buker, J. G. Chase, H.•.'ins, E. Gardner, R.. Harding, E. M.FIT, M. F. Johnson, R. Lewis. S. Little-61. A. MacLellan, E. Philbrook. M. E.E. M. Rowe, C. Stevens M M 1:),,mpson.
PR( 1.1 ECT 18. Planting about girls' fieldhouse
keixirt at the Girls' Field House to,d.,oraretta Warren, Section Chief
-R.'i k, P. Calvert, D. Frye, H. Scott, L.E. Story, B. Wyeth.
Pio iJECT 19. Foundation planting atMaples
tion I. Report at the Maples to Vel-olson, Section Chief-E. Adriance,E. Gould, C. Hanscom, S. E.
A
Are you tired of knot-
ting the same famil-
iar ties day after
day?
Then spruce up your
tie rack with our lat-
est ARROW TIES.
New colors] New pat-
tems1 New Spring
designs! And tailored
by Arrow
$1 and $1.50
VIR( IE'S
Or
Atter holding a powerful hr ttnine r
scoreless for five innings, the Pale Blue
nine went down to a 5-2 defeat at the
iiss Bruins in Providence
MAINE BEATS COLBY
An unproven Maine ball team created
a startling upset when it defeated the fa-
vored veteran Colby outfit by the score of
5-1 in a game played at SerIttlei Field
last Saturday. Showing remarkable hit-
ting and pitching strength, the Rear ran
roughshod over the Mule, with Hoyt, Kit-
,our and Green holding Colby to six hits.
of which came in any one inning,
laine was gathering a total of
its off the offerings of Farnham.
d Berrie.
iur innings the Maine team went
until Woodbury hit a stinging
id !SfacBride followed with a single
ice Maine's first tally. Two more
me across the platter on singles
,orn. waoon, and Woodbury corn-
pith MacBride's double and Kil-
sacrifice. Maine again produced
is in the sixth on successive singles
, Anderson, Braley, Sanborn, and
sky.
Heisted. N. Hennings. D. E. Hight, M.Hilton. B. B. Holman, M. Leighton, M.Lynds, M. Pendell, C. L. Rowe, R.\Vhitmore.
PROJECT 20. Planting native trees andshrubs in Botanical Plantation
Section I. Report at Forest NurseryBuilding to Robert Ohler, Section Chief
-R. E. Colbert, J. C. Greene, Jr., H. N.Hobson. W. H. Hooper, R. Laverty, W.Messeck, Jr., H. Young.Section 2. Report at Forest NurseryBuilding to Edward Stuart, Section Chief
-R. K. Brown, R. K. Dunlevy, A. Poul-sen, W. Rowlands, 0. A. Thomas. R. M.True, R. P. Verzoni.Section 3. Report at Forest NurseryBuilding to Thomas B. Evans, SectionChief-R. A. Beisel, G. Houston, W.Chapman, T. J. Crabtree, A. Landers,V. H. Lancaster, C. Sawyer.
PROJECT 22. Cleaning and Overhaulingequipment in chemistry departmentSection 1. Report at 211 Aubert to Pro-fessor Brann for instruction-D. Lull, R.Mehann, T. F. Reed.
Section 2. Report at 215 Aubert to Dr.Otto for instruction-G. A. Slosberg, R.L. Morgan, B. G. Robinson.Section 3. Report at 421 Aubert to Mr.Osborn for instruction-H. Conner, J. A.Jude, H. C. Mosher, W. B. Smith.Section 4. Report at 321 Aubert to Pro-:essor Ilogan for instruction-R. 0. Gor-ton. J. Morrison,
Section 5. Report at 103 Aubert to Dr.Martin for instruction-J. D. Crocker, A.Stubbs.
Section b. Report at 103 Aubert to Mr.Light for instructoin-E. L. Brewer, R.F. Hayes.
Section 7. Report at 329 Aubert to Mr.Jenness for instruction-A. R. Tripp.Section 8. Report at office, Aubert. toMiss Small-C. Adams.
Section 9. Report at 333 Aubert to Pro-:essor Brautlecht for instruction-C. A.Briggs, H. K. Cook, P. J. Corban, R. G.Higgins, C. F. Ingraham, A. B. Sherry.Section 10. Report at office in Aubertlo Mr. Caulfield for instruction-F. Den-iett, C. F. Dwinal, G. Soule, J. C. Stinch-field. R. A. Thompson.Section 11. Report at 423 Aubert toDr. Gilliland for instruction-H. Gotlieb,C. J. Kenny. E. 0. Merrill, W. P. New-man.
PROJECT 23. Repair and general workin Crosby Laboratory
Section 1. Report at Crosby Laboratoryto T. A. Sparrow, Section Chief-W. F.Barker, F. R. Cowan, J. Galbraith, H. W.Fales, S. Henderson, W. W. Lewis, R.Morton, D. E. McCann. A. Norton, L, A.Page. R. L. Perkins, W. A. Smith, H. G.Steinberg, A. Sylvester, S. Swasey. R. F.Turner, L. C. Young, W. L. Walker,C. J. Welch, D. P. Wellman, R. Willard.Faculty: I. H. Prager:Ian, C. C. Tyrrell.
PROJECT 24. Cleaning up attic in LordHall
Section 1. Report at 3rd floor LordHall to Warren Bliss, Section Chief-K.Bickford, L. F. Brewer, G. S. Bryer, J.Coombs, R. Copeland, A. B. Cox, T. W.Crane. J. M. Etter, J. W. Flanagan, A. A.Fitz. 0. T. Hanson, %V. E. Matchett. I).McCausland, H. McPherson, L. H. Mor-rison, V. C. Morrison. J. J. Naviski, C.B. Plummer, E. W. Randall.Faculty: K. G. Crabtree, Arthur S.Hill. E. L. Roberts.
PROJECT 25. Planting in Woodlot areaeast of campus
Section I. Report to Classroom No. 22.Winslow. to Professor Ashman, SectionChief-K. D. Black, D. H. Boone, R. F.Bucknam, R. H. Captain, S. G. Cole, H.S. Field, A. R. Gray, H. W. Hannigen,R. Hathorne, %V. L. Palmer, 0. Pease,
R. D. Lord, P. B. Rand, S. H. Reese, E.Spalding, C. Totman.
PROJECT 26. Improving tennis courtsSection 1. Report at North Hall Ten-nis Courts to R. E. Beers, Section Chief.
-1.. Brookes. R. L. Littlehale, J. W.Marsh, P. G. Pendell, E. Perkins.Section 2. Report at North Hall Ten-nis Courts to Darrel Currie, SectionChief
-C. R. Cronkite, J. 0. Day, R. W.Healy, L. M. Hutchings, S. P. Lane.Section 3. Report at North Hall Ten-nis Courts to Ralph L. Wadleigh. SectionChief
-K. M. Bates, C. B. Buck, M. J.Dowd. 1). A. Lucey, Jr., G. W. McLellan.Section 4. Report at North Hall TennisCourts to Harold T. Boardman, SectionChief
-H. T. Boardman, W. N. Brooks,A. H. Galbraith. J. H. Hunter, W. F.Jones, W. VanGundy.Faculty: G. W. Small, 0. S. I.utes.
PROJECT 27. Improvements at skijump
Section 1. Report at Gym to Ted Cur-tis at 8:00 a.m., Section Chief-D. E.Badger, F. Doe, D. Green, L. Greene, W.F. Hardison, W. E. Henderson, W. M.Martin, S. M. Parsons, A. E. Prince, T.R. Shannon, G. R. Trimble.
PROJECT 28. Improvements on skipath on Standpipe Hill.Section 1. Report at Gym at 8:00 a.m.!o Philip Bower, Section Chief-S. Fa-vor. C. R. Huntoon, D. W. MacNaugh-!on, A. Smith, G. Soule.
PROJECT 29. Constructing hammer anddiscus ring
Section 1. Report at Gym to GeorgeFrame, Section Chief-R. Ireland, P.Rogers, R. L. Tobey.Section 2. Report at Gym to Dana Side-linger, Section Chief
-M. G. Collette, C.R. Leavitt, R. Swab.Faculty: Coach Jenkins.
PROJECT 32. Decorating the RecreationRoom, Balentine HallSection 1. Report at Recreation Room.Balentine, to Charlotte Fuller, SectionChief-J. Clement, K. Cox, R. Goodwin,E. Merriman, C. Homer, L. Ripley, A.Voegelin, C. Wasgatt.Faculty: P. S. Greene, Mrs. MabelStewart. Mrs. Marion D. Sweetman,Edith Wilson.
PROJECT 33. Establishing Back FieldFence at Baseball FieldReport at Gym office to Winston Hoyt,Section Chief
-G. W. Cobb, D. Mayo, R.C. McCrumb, A. L. Veague, W. Veague.PROJECT 34. Improvements onAthletic Track
Section 1. Report at Gym office to Har-ry Saunders, Section Chief
-W. B.Brown, E. H. Donagan, L. R. Fairfield,W. HixIges. B. Kimball, W. P. Stillman,H. L. Webb.
PROJECT 35. Rearranging Parkingarea. Experiment StationSection 1. Report at Experiment Sta-tion to Almon Heald, Section Chief
-R.Barnes, R. Corbett, G. Fowler.
PROJECT 36. Foundation Planting,Poultry Building
Section I. Report at Poultry Buildingto Frank Witter, Section Chief
-L. P.Gardner, J. R. Smyth.
PROJECT 37. Delta Zeta SororitySection 1. Report at Balentine to Eliza-beth Gifford, Section Chief
-M. E. Co--yell L. E. Dorr, M. Hall, G. Murry, M.R. Treinor, M. Willard.
PROJECT 38. Charge of Maine DayTool 
Section I. Report at Farm Barn at 7a.m. to M. K. Goddard, Section Chief-C. Cain. H. Crandall, S. Dunlap, L. Fish,Faculty: Maurice D. Jones.T. Lees, J. Sealey, P. B. Wilson.
J. I .111L..a. 
-
Embodies Arrow's Form II la
for Style and Fit
Now, at last, a shirt minus the boyish blouse em-
bellishments. A real he-man shirt-broad shoul-
ders, draped-in waist, and tapered sleeves. A shirt
that flatters any figure.
Find your way to the nearest Arrow dealer and
try Nlitoga. They come in a varied assortment
of whites, solid colors, stripes, checks, and figures.
$2 and up
ARROW SHIPTS
SANFORIZED SHRUNK
sweepaig tour events and taking every
first place but two, the frosh track team
swept on to its fourth consecutive dual
meet victory by downing the Purple track-
sters of Deering High. 94-311/,., The
meet had been scheduled as an outdoor
inert but due to adverse weather conditions
was held in the field house.
The meet was. for the most part, a
steady repetition of irosh wins as the
yearlings decisively defeated the reputes!
ly strong Deering tuAtfil with the out,-
f,,teshad,,wed by the results of the •
or events.
omip to take t „t He ran the 100 yd
( slower than the Maine indoor record.
c'S one run came in the third as a
if a single by Lemieux followed up
er's triple. Lemieux was Colby's
ding man as he gathered three hits
four times at bat and played er-
ball afield. MacBride also looked
ood as he hit safely three times out
.e by innings:
0 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0-5
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 11-1
'atronize Our Advertisers
The Freshman "V' group held its last
meeting of the year Wednesday, April 17.
Mrs. Stephan Hole Fritchman, the guest
speaker, gave the reading "Green Pas-
tures,-
 
The meeting closed with the sing-
ing of the 'A*" hymn "Follow the Gleam."
• 
Dr. Sharpe spoke at a tea given by
Miss Elizabeth Ring, the last of a series
on religion. His subject was "Religion
as Appreciation."
The mile run provided a startling
when Potter and Miller, of Deering,
'shed ahead of the freshman contender-
and Cain. who has been a consistent
place placed a p, sir fifih. A s,.
mid upset was the defeat of Gleason fn
Flaherty. of Deering, in the hammer
throw.
In spite of a painful if not serious leg
injury, Kelley, outstanding weightman for
the frosh, took a first in the discus. lin,
witz again showed his heels to all ci
in the 440, coasting in to an easy is
Fuller and Haggett ran a thrilling race iv
the 880 with Fuller nipping Haggett at
the tape.
Gowen, once again, was high scorer for
the meet. winning three firsts for a total
of 15 points. In very close races he de
feated Allen in the high and low hurdle
and edged out competition in the broa,
4
NEW EVENING GOWNS
for the
JUNIOR PROM
BANGOR. MAINE
NOW IS THE TIME
To Place Your Order for
NAME CARDS
To Make Your Graduation Invitations Right
New Type-New Size
:it
University Store Co.
•
s TR A
°RON°
Thurs.. April 25
"THE BLUE LIGHT-
A foreign picture
Mat. and evening
Fri. and Sat Apr. 26-2-;
"ROBERTA"
Worth seeing again and again
Mon.. April 29
" A WICKED WOMAN"
.•iefeo picture starring
Mad) Christians. Jean Parker.
and Charles Bickford
Tues., April 30
Two excellent features
"TIMES SQUARE LADY"
A fast MoviOg comedy melodran,..
starring Virginia Bruce, Helen
'rwelvetrees, and Robert Taylor
also
Ann Harding in
"ENCHANTED APRIL"
\Vest., May 1
Extra Special for "two for one
nite"
One of the best movies ever
prothwed
"THE WHOLE TOWN'S
TALKING"
with
Edward G. Robinson. Jean Arthur
and Arthur Byron. By all means
TUFTS COLLEGE
DENTAL SCHOOL
,,rrias a four year roURP temitna to the
frame of Doctor of Dental Medicine to
andidairs .50 present credentials shostrina
two years of tolleite woik. in.ludirla so,
,enirster hmits fl ein the following
.utrier is - 1,trti• and rhy.i,•.
And twelse seni,ter hours in Chemistry
- 
Imtratanic and Oman, The Schwa f•
,s-edut at that.
fle flor InIer••••1 Wee •41•••• •
110•64M, M. M41111.•1•0?3, D•rm
Tufts Confer 11•1•1•1 Ner hoof
414 Moetiotine A•enue. Stuns.
Damaged by a Dog-Denter?
iietcaw otid gad
3111 illitupig, mow
SI. soespeo. Arhen ilorace Ilippohoof drops one of his rock.
crushers on Ermintrude Noggins' dainty instep...
Ermie simply grips the injured dog in one hand
and a sympathetic Old Gold in the other. Old
Gold has a talent for soothing attpited-on feelings.
•
Al' TRYING TIMES ....TRY A Srmooth. OLD GOLD
CLUETT, PEABODY It CO., INC., TROY, N. T.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
I Talk of the Campus
By Carl Botturne
Since we found out that we
couldn't wash completely in either
North or South Stevens, there be-
ing no soap in one place and no
towels in the other, we decided to
investigate and in so doing stumb-
led into another world entirely.
We got talking with the janitors
and found out what an interesting
lot they are, with their own little
set of troubles and grievances
against the world. During the con-
versation we forgot all about the
washing facilities but they soon
biought them up themselves with-
out any mention of them on our
part at all.
It seems things don't stay put
Its a sore point with them. I he
mirror in North Wing was caught
one day walking off all by its
little self, mind you. But the
biackets that held it made a safe
get-a-way, so it was months be-
fore the mirror was hung again.
That accounts for all the men
using the South Wing washing
room this Winter. Even waste-
baskets had a way of disappearing.
Paper cartons were substituted
and everything was all right for a
time until mind you even one of
these left. And soap dishes are
possitively ephemeral. These ap-
pliances, it appears, have no con-
sideration for us at all, for if only
one complete group of the species
would stay in either North or
South Stevens we could get a com-
plete wash. We have horrible
visions of folks washing in South
Wing and then rushing thru the
corridors to North Wing for towel
and mirror.
The wings cause the most trou-
ble it appears for evidently folks
can't get used to the smooth new
chairs, for they are constantly
carving them up, and as for the
new power
-ventilators - people
follow the janitors thru the halls
begging to have them shut off
They complain they can't make
themselves heard above the whirr
of the fans. The janitors used to
comply but the University stepped
in, all in a little pet, because these
were the very latest things! One
instructor came panting and trem-
bling the other day pleading to
have them shut off in his room.
It seemed he was reading to his
students and he just couldn't sound
effective with all that competition,
he said. But nothing could be
done and he went away shaking
his head in a frustrated way. Of
course out of loyalty the janitors
won't say a thing against them,
but if you happen to mention the
merits of a good open window
there is a discreet but eloquent
silence.
In winter the job of keeping the
buildings clean is about one quar-
ter of what it is in the summer.
The snow covers up all the dirt
and it can't be tracked in. They
have to keep the stairs especially
clean since folks are liable to skid
and go tumbling down. It must
be sort of a record that there
hasn't been a single bad tall.
When President I lauck first came
here he was delighted about the
new buildings, but it is suggested
that it would have been a treat if
we could have seen him when he
saw those coffee cans that collect
our contributions of butts. Evi-
dently he wanted something nicer,
more ornamental, but he just
somehow never did come around
with a suggestion of how to hitch
the new ones to the wall.
We guess janitors the world
over have ideas in common These
particular ones have feelings an
common, too, for they are all
pretty attached to those gardens
some instructors keep in their offi-
ces it seems they have to take
care of them most of
since the teachers are
vacation OT too busy.
can see they are very
the time
either on
But you
fond of
them. And they have their corn-. Judges Ar
mon fears. too, for they are posi-
tively jittery about those fire-
es tinguishers. Not one has as yet
gone rolling about the halls spray-
ing folks, but you never can tell,
they say. We suggested that with
all these things in common. they
probably have a club or some for-
mal group where they air their
private and professional feelings.
But no. Nothing. They seemed
very happy, too, strange to say.
Communism, Fascism
Rapped By Colcord
--- 0--- -
Lincoln Lolcurd, lecturer and author
ni note, was the speaker at the fiftieth
anuliversary and initiates banquet held at
Kappa sigma fraternity last Saturday
Light. Charles B. Gould, a charter mem-
ber of Kappa Sigma at Maine, was the
honored guest.
•
Lincoln Colcord was a member of the
Class of '06 and Kappa Sigma. While
attending this University he wrote the
ii Sung with Professor Adelbert
sptague, also a student here at that time
and a Inenkber of the same fraternity.
Colcord said that the world today is
old the world of opportunity that it svas
pour to the depression. He stated that
tier thanking and independent college
graduates can still be successful in the
outside world provided they possess the
necessary' initiative and ability to think
ha themselves.
are ((Ala) 115114/ in a world
11141 is eunsiarito mates going thastsc
changes said tr)Ing out new anal radical
cApti intents in gukeritirrelit, i. otititlUed
i_ulLuid. 'at airy soling Men arid wo-
irien may believe in to111111UniMit
eisiii son thank we should turn to one ca
ilie oilier to relies,, the present strained
(AAA/Limn: sltu4tiOti, LAIL added Colcortl,
these Iwo schemes ut goe eminent in-
lr loge on pet simian liberty and the whole
idea or purpose oi humanity. Op hat we
purpose ot tionowit) is, l 40 nut know,
Lail I do know that man is nut here just
to supplant S )slCill oh guser iiiii
Culcord stated that he believes in the
old and pun haps antiquated Jettersoman
ham oh democracy and thitiks that a
goverinliela based on it should prove to be
inure satistaeloty to the people to this
country today than would a curnmUnistiC
I..rm iit gilVernment.
Liming the war, Colcurd Was war cur-
t.. -wildcat on the Plotaseiplits Ledger
and Wa. ..*istanil) in Close touch with
the 11,11,i411411 fidmitustration. tie drew
sever.il interesting (unman-isms between
that and the present ad ration.
**Although the majority of American
sotets are nut tree thinking and are eat
influenced tit political matters by pup-
s:14i appt•al,- continues, Culcord, "they
.111 •lin Is depended on to vole intelli-
gently on matters that effect both them
and the country vitally. The mass of the
peewit. have all nalierent faculty tor dis-
tinguishing between good and bad policies
although they may nut understand them
any lOo %ell 1 lily was clearly illustrat-
ed at the • tit the signing of the Ver
sadly. 1 testy when they voted against
its endoesirment instead of being led by
the popular appeal ot the 11, ilsonian ad
In speaking about the present adminis-
liation, Criliorrl stated that many of the
usident's policies me economically un-
sound in his opinion lie claims that the
N R. A. may be given a new lease ut
life because of influential "big shots"
holding nitelopolies whom it has aided
.onsiderably by putting many tit the
nailer ti ii- inert .ait 01 the running
Galbraith Is Elected
Local R.O.T.C. Capt.
Joseph l'albraith was ele,ted ,aptaiii
of the lotal umpam oh Ntabliar d aria
Blade at die annual elections held last
.1 hut oclay toe g Galbraith. who Is a
Junior, has been active in military affairs
•nice has entrance to the University.
.1 he other on icers elected were Aciet
I Abbott, 1st Lieutenant; Charles 1'
Di ter. 2nd Lieutenant; Roland M
illeszer, 1st Sergeant the officers
were installed tniniediately alter the
election. All the newly elected officers
art second Lieutenants in the R. 0.
Battalion,
GOWEN GETS HIGHEST
SPANISH EXAM RANK
lit the situ. e‘am,1,4.
hons given to Romance language majors
specializing in Spanish, first place was
.e. tired by Eleanor G. Gowen Miss
Gowen has recently been directing re-
hearsals in the Spanish Club and has
temporarily been in charge of certain
classes during the absence from the cam-
pus of Professor Peterson and Mass
Arnold.
e Selected Ililhorn Investigates
For Writing Contest Orchard Winter Kill
Judges fur the Essay Contest being
conducted by the Pan/idle:1u: house As-
ses cation and the (-outlet Scrsoloe cii
New York among college students base
Leer. anuunced. Ilse) are: Alice Lutz
alther, novelist; Helen Worden, leaturc
writer; Ed Suilivaji, trature writer, L,-
unto liCeCha Shove, litenateur, and Has
. Kaltenborn, writer and imam.'
11. he increasing interest of col
dents in the contest is shown by
that "1 he News: of Lawrence
ot Itch at Highland Park, M
adopted the contest as a school
ioquaries have born received trot
all over the country and truth
hree prizes, of MOM) and si
in the Beekman 'lower ul this
be awarded in jhe contest, whict
on a 5110-1001.) word original e
"%Shat I Would Like to See
Visit New York.- The first pri
and a week's stay at Ikeknian
the second prize, $35 and a w
stay; the third prize, $15 and .
end s stay.
The contest is open to both
girls, and to both fraternity ;
iraternity members. The essay
• CullIMenlary Ull an imagined
of New lurk City selected In
gestions furnished in a paniphlel
upon request to Essay Contest
tee, Beekman Tower, 3 Macho
New York City.
The Courier Service will
prize winners on their itinerar
they conic to New Yok.
The contest will close June 15
Dean Deering
Invited lo Go I
Belgium F or Insi
Dean Arthur L. Deering of
lege of Agriculture has recently
an invitation to attend the 75th
sary of the founding of the I
Agronoinique de FEtat at Geso
be held at Gembloux. Belgium
30. 1935. King Leopold III, so
*anon announces, wall be the di
ed guest. This is being held as
the Brussels Exposition.
The invitation was %Talent i
and 10 be able to read it was o
compensations, Dean Deering s
burning the midnight oil twenty
years ago. It will be impossildp
Dean to accept the invitation.
MAINE AGG1E ECONOI
TO MAKE ALBAN'
Prulc•sor C. lb. Merchant vi;
the Conference of Agrieultura
mists to be held in Albano N
April 26 awl 27. This Ness
States Conference is meeting t
late plans for land classification
types in this area, and is beim
connection with a study of ag
products in this region.
I in the hollowing Tuesdae si
nesday, April 30 and May I. 1
Merchant will be in Augusta .
statistics on the lave stock sits
Maine and on Wednesday nigh
he will address the Old Town
of Commerce on the topic. -11
in Commodity Prices
BACTERIOLOGY HEAI
SPOKE TO BOSTON
Dr. K K. Hitchner. Head .11
partnient of Bacteriology, seO
speaker at the tplarterlv nieetl
Bacteriological Club in Hi.,100
day evening. April 13. lIns it
'Bacteriological Probelms Enc.*
Pullorum Disease Control."
By Donald Mayo
Jrnprit .1.14/ Reporter)
114 a little room stacked with micros-
copes, shdts aiid iinpri,•1%e bottles and
boxes, Merle 11,lborli H. S. '32 has.
since June, 1934. been working on an es-
netrove research into the causes ot win ... says Tokyo
THE MAINE CAMPUS
(Continued)
Section 8. Report at Print Shop to Mil-
ton MacBride, Section Chief-N. Aikins,
F. Blaisdell. R. C. Danforth, M. L. Dun-
can, A. G. Miniutti, V. L. Mutty. E.
Pierce, H. A. Spavin, G. Small, R. Sturk,
W. Smart, P. Troland, K. Young.
Faculty: President Hauck, Cecil G.
Fielder, Karl Larsen, A. L. Fitch.
PROJECT 8
Section 1. Report behind Crosby Lab-
oratory to Edward F. Brannann, Section
Chief-C. H. Bailey, J. Bean, D. R. Best,
A. L. Clark, R. Clifford, J. W. Coffin,
E. C. Creamer, F. Crocker, J. DeLong.
R. S. Edwards, F. Fellows, H. P. Fitch.
D. C. Grant. A. S. Lane, C. Lowe, R. T.
Norris, A. Plesset.
Facutly: Ronald B. Levinson.
PROJECT 9
Section 1. Report behind Crosby Lab-
oratory to John Dean, Section Chief-M.
H. Bragdon, N. B. Carter, E. C. Drake,
C. E. Erskine, N. Fellows, Jr., C. Fille-
brown, J. Harris, W. B. Hanaburgh, A.
H. Laputz, W. J. Merrill, D. Parker, R.
Plimpton, D. A. Smith, L. Smith, R.
Ward.
Faculty: Charles E. Packard.
Section 2. Report behind Crosby Lab-
oratory to Elizabeth Gardner, Section
Chief-T. L. Blackington, R. Boardman,
A. C. Coffin, M. Crouse, E. Giddings, L.
Hastings, F. E. Higgins, M. Homer, M.
D. Strout. J. Sullivan, R. M. Thurston,
M. R. Young.
PROJECT 10
Section I. Report at Oval to Marjorie
E. Thompson, Section Chief-C. E. De-
laney, B. Dill, M. Dixon, H. T. Eaton, J.
Kent, M. Mayhew, B. Sanborn.
Section 2. Report at Oval to Mary L.
Wright, Section Chief-F. Callaghan, B.
Clough. A. Crowell, B. L. Davis. R.
Fowles, I. A. Olsen. E. Thomas, B. J.
Young.
Section 3. Report at Oval to Madeline
Frazier. Section Chief-J. Brown, E.
Currier, E. Jenkins, F. Nason, D. Nutt,
D. Woodcock. H. Wooster.
Section 4. Report at Oval to Kay Hoc-
tor, Section Chief-D. Copeland, C. E.
Currier, M. A. Hilton, S. Rana), E. G.
Reid, L. Rapuse, C. E. Sharon, R. N.
Sylvester.
Section 5. Report at Oval to Madeleine
Roussin, Section Chief-C. Cohen. A.
Harvey, E. H. Mitchell, L. Mitchell, A.
Peavey. G. Taylor, L. E. Tracey, A.
Youngs.
Section 6. Report at Oval to Phyllis
Phillips. Section Chief-C. I. Grant, B.
Hodgkins, F. Holden, I. M. Hart, D.
Mosher, J. Profita, A. Sisco, B. Ware.
A. H. Millett.
Section 7. Report at Oval to Francis L.
Getchell. Section Chief-M. Benjamin,
H. A. Billings, L. Calderwood, W. Co-
burn. N. Lenders, L. M. Parlirs P. Um-
phrey.
Section 8. Report at Oval to Marjorie
Young. Section Chief-E. Andrews, D.
Cann. A. G. Collins. I. H. Cutler, M.
Frost, D. Hutchinson, B. Yeomans.
Section 9. Report at Oval to Marjorie
MacKinnon. Section Chief-C. Fuller, G.
Fuller. M. E. Gray, S. Meltzer, M. Murch.
F.. E. Stone. N. Woods.
Section 10. Report at Oval to Margaret
Sewall. Section Chief-P. P. Buck, J.
Campbell. H. C. Davis, Y. Gonyer, E. P.
Jordan. K. Murphy. P. Roussin.
Section 11. Report at Oval to Ellen
Brown. Section Chief-B. Brown, V.
Moore. F.. Murphy. V. Palmer, L. Ran-
kin, M. Sawyer, R. S. Seavey, R. I. Stan-
ley. A. Stewart, M. H. Sutton.
Section 12. Report at Oval to Bernice
M. Hamilton. Section Chief-S. E. Al-
pert. B. Drummond. M. Hilton. H. Lewis,
R. E. Perry. M. Pruett, E. Stevens, A. A.
Woodman.
TWENTY MAINE GRADS
ARE EMPLOYED BY F.C.A.
%%tad has tvccial)btett tut-t.Rcti 
t niployment of Frederick Sy Is este I
graduate oh the College of Agriculture ii
the class of 1930, by the Farm Credit
Administration. Mr. Sylvester will hare
his head-quarters at 31 Central street,
Bangor, Maine At this office are also
located Lewis Hardison '34 and Newo,'
Churchill '32 There are approximately
twenty graduates of the College or Agri
culture now employed by the Farm Cre-
dit Administration an the first district
which is composed of the New England
States. New York and New Jersey.
11. D. Jones, Professor of Agricultuial
Economics and Farm Management. will
speak in Rockland May 3 before the W
mans Club of that city. His topic will
be "Items of Current Economic Interc.t
in the Field of Agriculture."
.9 CUT14,01111,
Section 13. Report at Library steps to
Margaret Litz, Section Chief-R. Allen,
H. Fortin, M. E. Hatch, R. C. Hinckley,
H. C. Minott, P. Thayer, R. J. Todd.
Section 14. Report at Library steps to
Phyllis Hamilton, Section Chief-C.
Russell, S. Frost, B. Hopkins, C. La-
thance, J. Landers, A. Merrill, J. Snare,
L. Wesolowski.
Section 15. Report at Library steps to
Kay Wormwood, Section Chief- M. Al-
en, M. Dauphinee, M. A. Davis, C. Day-
osport. J. Goldsmith, D. Lindsey, N. San-
tiers.
PROJECT 11. Cleaning up debris and
burning brush in Botanical Plantation.
Section 1. Report at Mt. Vernon Ten-
Lis Court to Donald Stone, Section Chief
-F.. H. Goudy, H. Lord, Jr. J. W. Mar-
W. T. Pratt
Section 2. Report at Mt. Vernon Ten-
his Court to William Cole, Section Chief
-J. Frost, R. Langille, E. E. Wilson.
Faculty, C. E. Lloyd, Charles P. Wes-
ton.
PROJECT 12. Clearing new athletic
field
Section 1. Report at Baseball Diamond
to Alton Bell. Section Chief-T. Crozier,
G. Grant. F. Hall, R. Varney, P. Zoidis.
Section 2. Report at Baseball Diamond
to Frank Peaslee, Section Chief-C.
Crockett, R. Levenson, W. McDonough,
J. Mouw, M. Sumner, P. Taylor. E.
Wood.
Faculty: Henry Stetler, F. E. Melder.
PROJECT 13. Clearing and burning
brush, north of Athletic Field.
Section 1. Report at New Athletic Field
to Donald Huff, Section Chief-J. Hen-
flings, K. L. Ireland, N. M. Jackson, A.
Robbins, F. Smith, W. Staples, J. M.
Stoddard. J. A. Wakefield, J. Willey, D.
Witherspoon.
Section 2. Report at New Athletic
Field to George Calderwood, Section
Chief-D. Cameron, J. C. Cameron, L. A.
Farrer, S. Hirshon, R. McKusick, C.
Stone, R. Willett, E. B. Woods.
Faculty: Milton Ellis.
Section 3. Report at New Athletic Field
to Richard Berry. Section Chief-K. An-
derson, W. Bagley, F. M. Beal, J. Emer-
son. A. Fitz. %V. L. Murray, S. Russell.
Faculty: John H. Ashworth, William
F. Scamman.
PROJECT 14. Fixing parking areas
Section 1. Report behind Stevens Hall
to Acton Abbott, Section Chief-M. El-
dridge, I.. Gagnon, E. E. Holt, H. Kenne-
son, J. Lewis. F. T. Wood.
Section 2. Report behind Stevens Hall
to Lyndon Keller, Section Chief-G. Fitz.
R. Marcionette, W. Moran, C. Russell,
W. Saltzman. G. A. Smith.
Section 3. Report behind Armory to R.
F.. Hayes. Section Chief-N. Cohen, S.
Getchell. C. Jones, C. MacLean, M. Nel-
der, A. Thayer.
Faculty: E. C. Nelson.
PROJECT 15. Path 
only)
togs' field house(g
Section 1. Report at Girls' Field House.
to Ruth Libby. Section Chief-E. Boyn-
ton, A. W. Campbell. E. Googins, M.
Harriman, R. E. Lewis. B. Renwick, A.
Tanner. B. %Varner.
Sections 2. Report at Girls' Field House
to Jean Walker. Section Chief-A. M.
Davis. V. Dow, H. Gonya, S. L. Hatch.
M
Hinkley, B. Jones, R. Kimball, J.
itchell.
Section 3. Report at Girls' Field House
to Bettina Sullivan. Section Chief-R.
Burnett. M. Grant, B. Lancaster, C. Long,
M. H. Raye, L. Rich, E. T. Thaxter, A.
W'right.
Section 4. Report at Girls' Field House
to Miriam W. Linscott, Section Chief-
M. Church, H. Diehl, M. F... Fournier. M.
Landon. I). Lawrence, M. Picard, B. Ran-
co, V. Trtmdy.
Section 5. Report at Girls' Field House
to Agnes Crowley, Section Chief-H.
Blake, P. Hayes, R. Holmes, M. K. Per-
ry. R. Shurtleff, G. Titcomb, H. Titcomb.
Section 6. Report at Path to Edith Hill,
Section Chief-M. Ashworth, P. Budge,
P. DeCormier, C. 0. Fifield, I. Freeman,
F. Jones, F. King, A. McMullen, M. R.
Williston.
PROJECT 16
Section 1. Work at Alpha Gamma Rho
House. Report to house president-J.
Arno, H. Clark. J. H. DeWitt, W. Far-
well, L. A. Felt, C. A. Gilbert, J. Grif-
fin, N. P. Keene, A. E.. Rich, J. F. Small,
L. H. Smith, E. M. Sproul, B. G. Staples,
M. Tilton, G. W. Torrey, M. E. Turner,
P. Whitaker, C. A. Worthley.
Section 2. Work at Alpha Tau Omega
House. Report to house president-C. R.
Armstrong, R. P. Barstow, F. N. Beck,
L. M. Berry, S. Blake, P. Billings, R.
Bither, R. Braley, W. S. Brewster, R.
Burgess, W. Butterfield, R. V. Carr, H.
Cary, A. M. Dow, A. D. Duff, Jr., J.
Gardner, Jr., A. Crowder, E. W. Hill,
R. Homstead, H. Johnson, E. Jordan,
B. Keef, R. Lloyd, F.. McKenney. D. R.
Orr. F. W. Parsons, G. E. Philbrook, F.
L. Powell, W. L. Pronovost, Jr., F. Mills,
R. B. Thorne, G. Timson, M. Trott, M.
Wanagel, R. E. Williams.
Section 3. Work at Beta Kappa House.
Report to house president- S. Alpert, G.
L. Brant, H. H. Day, S. Ginsberg, L. A.
Koonz.
Section 4. Work at Beta Theta Pi
House. Report to house president-R.
Averill, D. Cotting, J. A. Boardman, H.
A. Brants. E. L. Butler, Jr., W. L. Emer-
son, Jr., R. Estabrook. J. Hamlin, K. H.
Leathers, P. %V. Moody, R. W. Naugler,
R. Nielson, R. J. MacLaren, J. H. Ross,
J. Sanborn, W. T. Smart, G. W. Tar-
bell, F.. Wakely, V. Walker, L. N. Wes-
ton.
Section 5. Work for Delta Chi Alpha
House. Report to house president-R. D.
Bucknam, R. A. Powell, H. S. Taylor.
Section 6. Work at Delta Tau Delta
House. Report to house president-H. T.
Anderson, R. W. Briggs, R. H. Britt,
G. M. Brown, I.. F. Brown. S. Bryant,
W. F. Clark, A. L. Dyer. P. L. Garvin,
L. C. Graham, A. L. Haggerty, J. Hag-
gett. R. Haggett, G. H. Hamor, Jr., E.
T. Jeffers, E. Littlefield, 0. Neal, W. E.
Page. R. Spear. F. Spence, D. Starrett,
P. Woods.
Section 7. Work at Kappa Sigma
House. Report to house president-H.
C. Allen, Jr., R. Bartlett, C. F. Dexter,
G. W. Fay, A. Fuller, C. Golding, M. G.
Hallenbeck, L. Halle, V. L. Hathorn, T.
M. Hill, R. E. Mullaney, Jr., J. J. Mur-
ray, K. B. Nash, J. O'Connor, E. Sils-
by, R. Smith, P. Snow, F. S. Sturgis,
F. E. Turner. W. Whiting, E. C. Wood-
land.
Section 8. Work at Lambda Chi Alpha
House. Report to house president-E. S.
Cook, W. Crowell, I. F. Cole, E. L. Dins-
more, J. Flynn, D. G. Johnson, K. V.
Larson, H. Lowell. A. L. Roberts, R. B.
Staples, C. Stinchfield, L. Shaw, A. Ver-
rill. Jr., D. Washington, E. Wescott.
Section 9. Work at Phi Gamma Delta
House. Report to house president-S. L.
Bates. F.. D. Bryant, R. W. Burke, N. D.
Carlisle, J. T. Clark, B. Dean, J. Dow,
R. J. Erskine, E. M. Frost, R. V. Gaf-
fney. G. R. Grange, R. J. Hamilton, G.
Heath. G. Hitchings, E. W. Larrabee,
H. I.ittle, G. Meader, A. A. Nichols, D.
I). Page, J. I.. Porter. L. A. Pettengill,
F. C. Roberts, J. S. Sabin, H. C. Sim-
mons. H. Stagg. K. Sullivan. 0. M. Tay-
lor, N. J. Wilson, R. F. Wishart, E. L.
Wood, W. S. Wood, Jr.
Section 10. Work at Phi Eta Kappa
House. Report to house president-W. C.
Adams. S. K. Benjamin, W. Bishop, D.
M. Brown, T. F. Campbell, K. Cates, R.
S. Craigie. C. Cripps, D. Dingwall. 0.
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Main Day Projects
(Costissed from Page Otis)
•:,-cti,n 3. Report at University dump to
-ed Winch. Section Chief—E. E. Adams,
F. DeWick. W. R. Dinneen. J. D.
Haggett. T. Lynch, G. McLaughlin, D. P.
P:erce, E. Stetson. A. S. Worcester.
!;ection 4. Report at University dump
to Kenneth Pruett, Section Chief—D. S.
i;rown, N. Currie. B. Golobski, A. W.
Miller. G. H. Northrup, E. Reichman,
I; S. Stoddard. P. S. Webber, I). 
WisharT
-
PROJECT 4
Section 1. Report behind Merrill Hall
rcr D. Bacheller. Estelle Blanchard, Har-
ry Crabtree, Ruth Currie. Lawrence Den-
tiring. Emily Elmore, Gayland Polley. Et-
ta M. Grange. Margaret M. Miller. Ruth
M. Miller. Josie Naylor, Charlotte New-
ell. Richard M. Stevens.
Faculty: Frederick Brush. Helene
Hey e. Douglas Beale. Wendall E. Mosher.
PROJECT 5
Section 1. Report at Horse Barn to
Professor Hall, Section Chief—Edward
s Doubleday. Floyd M. Elwell. Madi-
-on S. Forde, Betty Littlefield. Merrill
to Francis Grindell, Section Chief—Ches-
\ Shea.
Section 2. Report at Horse Barn to
en" Plaisted. Section Chief—Nelson
Illanchard, Frank Chadwick, Mary L.
I icering, Richard Waldron.
Faculty: L. M. Dorsey.
PROJECT 6
Section 1. Report at Horse Barns to
'arl A. Titcomb. Section Chief—John E.
!laniard. Max Fitch. Kenneth A. Frost,
Ira Packard. Ralph Viola.
Section 2. Report at Horse Barn to
r;arnet F. Davis. Section Chief—Wil-
iam H. Alpine. Lucy Cobb, F. L. Cramer.
Louis Prahar, Rosa E. Swan.
PROJECT 7
Section 1. Report at Gym steps to Seth
Williams. Section Chief—R. E. Belding.
!) S. Bradbury. A. Crouse. L. Edwards,
C Ferrante. W. S. Hadlock, R. T. Bar-
C. G. Hebei. J. Higgins, D. Lord. R.
\V Raymond, C. Smith, G. Tsoulas.
Section 2. Report at Gym steps to Bur-
leigh Roderick. Section Chief—F. Brad-
bury, M. Ernst. S. Fuger, R. Jones, H.
I arrabee. M. Lord. J. Siegel, G. Smith,
11 L. Smith, L. Tarbell, S. Vannah.
Section 3. Report at Gym steps to El-
wood Additon, section Chief—C. Broun-
tas, K. Carr, M. Clark. E. Cotton. M.
Cushman. H. FAlison, K. Fitch, W. Glea-
son, J. Gowell. P. Gregory. M. Jones,
E. O'Connell, I.. Pratt, D. Thompson.
Section 4. Report at Gym steps to Er-
nest T. Black. Section Chief— N. Avery.
R. Bouchard, R. Butler, C. Hewitt, H.
McKeen, W. D. Mongovan, C. Osgood,
R. Palmer. I.. Scamman, T. Shannon. E.
Sturgis. B. Willey.
Section 5. Report at Print Shop to Phil
Peterson. Section Chief—D. Adams, E. F.
\ ndrews. C. Havener, W. P. Hussey. C.
Jacques. J. Mahan. J. NI.-fr, F. ItIcAlary.
A. Moulton, W. Smith. I.. Thibodeau.
Section 6. Report at Print Shop to
Rr.bert Schoppe, Section Chief—A.
\dams. R. P. Boyer. Jr., A. Drisko, A.
Ellingson, W. Glover. R. W. Harvey, R.
E. Hemingway. H. R. Higgins, G. H.
Mosher. A. Sv,ensen. \V. H. Ward.
Section 7. Report at Print Shop to John
J. Miniutti. Section Chief—F. H. Hickey,
C. Holyoke. S. Hurwitz. T. Markle. F.
Nelson. R. G. Parker, R. Pippin. T. E.
Richard. E. Rowe. A. Smith. W. \V.
Smith, T. Williams.
(Continued on Suirti,•Mirit
The Y.W.C.A. Cabinet were the guests
of the Bangor Business Club Monday at
the Bangor Y.W. A dinner of tripe and
eggs was servide. followed by a talk on
music appreciation by Mrs. Allan Hay-,
cock.
Is your tie rack
getting stale?
11X
Are you bred of knot-
ting the same famil-
iar ties day after
day?
Then spruce up your
tie rack with our lat-
est ARROW TIES.
New colors] New pat-
ternsl New Spring
design-st And tailored
by An-ow.
$1 and $1.50
VIRGIE'S
Orono
Prize Speaking Contest Program
(Comtitoded from Page Two)
Marion Crawford MCI-Pittsfield
Allston Keyes No. Yarmouth
-Yarmouth
Rockwood Berry Livermore Falls
Ralph Des Roches Mexico-Ridlonville,
Extemporaneous Speaking—Section B-315 Stevens-2:30 p.m.
Friday. April 26, 1935
Chairman : Junius Ifirchard
Timekeepers: I. Wilbert Pronovost
2. F.dna Matthews
Judges: I. A. Hamilton Boothby; 2
Alice Stewart: 3. Donald M. Stewart
Student School
Ernest Andrews Bangor.
Eldon Bisbee Edward Little-Auburn1
Glermess Clark Freedom
William Treat Winterport
Wilson Piper Caribou!
Maurice Hamilton
Greely-Cumberland Center
Mauryce Fortier Stephens-Rumford'
Oak field I
Martha E. Hutchins Kingfield
Study Room Supervisors for Extempo-
raneous Speaking: Mary I.. Deering, Ar-
land Peabody, Richard P. Pfuntner,
Everett Mack, Prudence Hayes, Eliza-
beth Gifford, Mabelle Ashworth, Ruth
Barrows.
CHI OMEGA SERVICES
HELD AT ORONO HOME!
Chi Omega held its pledge services at ,
the home of Betty and Jane Sullivan in
Orono Wednesday evening. The six
pledges were: Georgia Taylor, Mary Hale!
Sutton, Marjorie Lynds, Helene Diehl,
Virginia Moore, Marjorie Thompson.
Seven co-eds were pledged to Tri Delt
sorority Monday night at the M.C.A.,
recreation room. The following girls re-
ceived the green pledge pin: Bettina
Bruce, Evelyn Boynton, Marguerite Pic-
ard, Mary Wright, Bea Lou Hodgkins.
Marjorie M. Thompson, and Ethel Mae
Currier.
BARNSTORMING BALL
NINE LOSES TO BRUIN
NINE AT PROVIDENCE
Alter Er, %%:1 nine
scoreless for five innings, the Pale Blue
nine went down to a 5-2 defeat at the
hands of the Bruins in Providence
Wednesday. Stan Henderson, on the
mound for Maine, pitched superlative
ball for five cantos backed up by excel-
lent fielding, but begiiming with the sixth
the Brown diamond crew socked the ap-
ple hard and long while the Providence
nine held the Blue tram tu oue more rim
in the ninth.
The varsity diamond crew left the Uni-
versity last Tuesday aboard the stream-
lined Flying Yankee for their three-game
tour of New England. Providence, R. I.
was their first stop and Brown University
their first opponent. The Pale Blue will
oppose Rhode Island State at Kingston
this afternoon and after a one day rest,
will meet Boston College Saturday after-
noon.
Besides Coach Brice and manager Bob
Morrison, 13 men made the trip—a com-
plete nine plus two additional hurlers, an
additional catcher, and a utility man.
The varsity line-up will be the same as
that of last Saturday which defeated Col-
by. Woodbury, Anderson, and Walton
will hold down first, second, and third re-
spectively, while MacBride will be in his
old position at shortstop.
The entire new outfield which functioned
so well against the Mules and which will
be used on the trip is composed of Bell.
Braley, and Henderson. Henderson may
help with the twirling, in which case, his
duties will be taken over by Marshall.
The battery will be made up of Hoyt,
Greene, Kilgour, and perhaps Henders, •
on the mound. and Sanborn and Morris,
behind the plate.
Coach Brice, before he left, was none
too optimistic about Maine's chances of
winning in the three-game tour, as all thr,
of the Pale Blue's opponents have alrc“
had a month or more of outside prac
while Maine has had but two days.
the Bruin pastimers showed surpriso
strength, both fielding and hitting, in their
contest with Colby, and he is confident
that the Maine nine will acquit themselves
creditably.
Mother's
Rendezvous
SPECIAL
Day Chocolates—Wide Variety to Choose from
1 lb.-5 lb. boxes--60e42.00
also
Schraffts Bulk Chocolates-39e
•
•
111\1"14
_itoga
Embodies Arrow's Formula
for Style and lit
Now, at last, a shirt minus the boyish blouse em-
bellishments. A real he-man shirt—broad shoul-
ders, draped-in waist, and tapered sleeves. A shirt
that flatters any figure.
Find your way to the nearest Arrow dealer and
try .Mitoga. They come in a varied assortment
of whites, solid colors, stripes, checks, and figures.
$2 and up
•
0-tept
"
ARROW SHIRTS
SANFORIZED SHRUNK
CLUETT, PEABODY It CO., INC., TlIOY, N. Y.
MAINE BEATS COLBY
IN SEASON'S OPENER
An unproven Maine ball team created
a startling upset when it defeated the fa-
\ Ort1:1 veteran Colby outfit by the score of
5-1 in a game played at Seavern's Field
last Saturday. Showing remarkable hit-
ting and pitching strength, the Bear ran
roughshod over the Mule. with Hoyt. Kit-
gout and Green holding Colby to six hits,
only two of which came in any one inning,
while Maine was gathering a total of
twelve hits off the offerings of Farnham.
Cole, and Berrie.
For four innings the Maine team went'
hitless until Woodbury hit a stinging
triple and MacBride followed with a single
to produce Maine's first tally. Two more
runs came across the platter on singles
by Sanborn. Walton, and Woodbury com-
bined with MacBride's double and Kil-
gour's sacrifice. Maine again produced
two runs in the sixth on successive singles
by Bell. Anderson, Braley, Sanborn, and
Topolosky.
Colby's one run came in the third as a
result of a single by Lemieux followed up
by Geer's triple. Lenneux was Colby's
outstanding man as he gathered three hits
out of four times at bat and played er-
rorless ball afield. MacBride also looked
very good as he hit safely three times out
of five.
Score by innings:
Maine 0 0 0 I 2 2 0 0 0-5
Colby 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0-1
Patronize Our Advertisers
Frosh Swamp Deering
In Indoor Contest Sat.
Sweeping four events and taking every
first place but two, the frosh track team
•wept on to its fourth consecutive dual
meet victory by downing the Purple track-
sters of Deering High. 941;-31',.. The
meet had been scheduled as an outdoor
inert but due bi adverse %rather conditions
%as held in the tield house.
The meet was. for the most part, a
steady repetition of frosh wins as the
yearlings deci:ively defeated the reputed
ly strong Deering outfit with the outcom,
foreshadowed by the results of the fir,:
four events.
The mile run provided a startling upset
when Potter and Miller. of Deering, tin-
istml ahead of the freshman contenders
and Cain, who has been a consistent first
place winner. placed a poor fifth. A sec-
ond upset was the defeat of Gleason by
Flaherty, of Deering, in the hanuner
throw.
In spite of a painful if not serious leg
injury, Kelley. outstanding weightman for
the froth, took a first in the discus. Hur-
witz again showed his heels to all comers
in the 440, coasting in to an easy win.
Fuller and }Liggett rail a thrilling race in
the MO with Fuller nipping Haggett at
the tape.
Gowen, once again, was high scorer for
the inert, winning three firsts for a tot:'
of 15 points. In very close races he
feated Allen in the high and low }turd',
and edged out competition in the
•
•
NEW EVENING GOWNS
for the
JUNIOR PROM
'O•
•
NOW IS THE TIME
To Place Your Order for
NAME CARDS
To Make Your Graduation Invitations Right
New Type—New Size
at
University Store Co.
jump to take first. He ran the 100 yd.
low hurdles in 114 seconds, 5,S second
slower than the Maine indoor record.
The Freshman "Y" group held its last
meeting of the year Wednesday. April 17.
Mrs. Stephan Hole Fritchman, the guest
speaker, rase the reading "Green Pas-
tures." The meeting closed with the sing-
ing of the "TY" hymn "Follow the Gleam."
Dr. Sharpe spoke at a tea given by
Miss Elizabeth Ring. the last of a series
on religion. His subject was "Religion
as Appreciation."
•
 A
STRAND
ORONO
Thurs., April 25
"THE BLUE LIGHT"
A foreign picture
Mat. and evening
Fri. and Sat.. Apr. 2b-27
"ROBERTA"
Worth .seeing again and again
Mini.. April 29
"A WICKED WOMAN"
A metro picture starring
Mady Christians, Jean Parker,
and Charles Bickford
Tues., April 30
Two excellent features
"TIMES SQUARE LADY"
A fast moving comedy niebalrxma
starring Virginia Bruce, Helen
Twelvetrees, and Robert Taylor
also
Ann Harding in
"ENCHANTED APRIL"
Wed., May 1
Extra Special for "two for one
nite"
One of the best movies eve!
produced
"THE WHOLE TOWN'S
TALKING"
with
Edward G. Robinson, Jean Arthur
and Arthur Byron. By all means
don't miss this one.
TUFTS COLLEGE
DENTAL SCHOOL
II w. .1 t :It •• t thc
frotire of Dot tor of Dental Medicine to
AndidAirs viho prewn1 eedcniigls showing
ge •14,FL. int luding
.wnle.trr 1,,nr. in ra, h .wing
.(11.1r4
is rise swnieNter h,ourn in Chemisity
- inon-Kano mid ()Nam. The
1,,,itii.111,1,11)
to, Igo I it.,
I illWANIN M. IM0111•.1-.0,. 11.51.1).,
Toffs Collree /1,5141 Norhonl
414 Huntington %,enue, Boston, Maw.
Damaged by a Dog-Denter?
.. &heave Oialgoki
When floral i• Ilippohoof drops one of his rock.
crushers on Ermintrude Muggins' dainty instep...
Ermie simply grips the injured dog in one hand
and a sympathetic Old Gold in the other. Old
Gold has a talent for soothing stepped-on feelings.
•
AT TRYING TI NIES ....TRY A &tooth OLD GOLD
E. S.
Your Parents and Friends
Want to Know About
Send them subscriptions to
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England
The only college paper in the East that presents news by radio
Listen to the Maine Campus radio broadcast every Friday
MAINE AT SPRINGFIELD
IN TRACK MEET SAT.
The same day that the Penn relays take
place, the remainder of the Pale Blue track
squad will engage in a dual meet with
Springfield. Coach Jenkins is none too
certain about the outcome of this meet
since his best men in the middle distances
will be missing. He will also be handi-
capped by the fact that Ireland, Huff,
Mullaney, and Huntsmen have leg in-
juries which will slow them up if not keep
them out of the meet, while Roberts, a
good javelin man and the second best broad
juniper on the team, has been declared in-
eligible.
Maine's fate will depend on Murray and
possibly Mullaney in the dashes; DeWick
and Leavitt in the quarter mile; Wishart
in the 880; Saunders and Hitchings in the
mile; Hunnewell and Stagg in the two
mile: Goddard in the hurdles; Webb in
the high and broad jumps; and Frame,
Collette. Totman, Sidelinger, and Bell in
the weights and the javelin.
It is expected that Springfield will take
eight firsts with the outcome depending
on the number of seconds and thirds that
Maine can take.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Ideal Summer Length
SLACK SOX
For Men
A shorter length with
"Lastex-
rib top that requires nogarter
Try a pair only 191'
PARK'S
Hardware and Variety
M Orono
Rev lential Summer Se, •1
i.,na:I. June \
Only French ap,-,ken. I.e 1.,Board and Tuition remc:.taiy,Intermediate. Advanced. VoteI .7 circular to Secretary, Seal•
'fennel French Summer School.
McGIL1. UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL, CANADA
DENTISTRY
A Phase *1 Prererstive
Collo, Men find in it unusual
orportuniiies fr,r a career
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
A onintetent coarse of 5wepere54^s Sw
<festal protesewo. A V.hritskiwi!. Welty far reta.ts.
1.4110Y O. 1. IMO SR. DUD, M D. DowOW* 41. I SS Leseireed Ate . MEM. Ilya.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
• Herschel Bricker Gives Talk on
Modern Plays
(Continued from Page 0114.)
The fraternity or sorority whose mem-
bers, exclusiye of Juniors and pledges,
buy a copy or copies of the 1936 Prism
shall receive a discount on their account
with the 1936 Prism according to the fol-
lowing schedule:
100% sale 
99.9% to 75% sale
74.9% to 50% sale
49.9% to 25% sale 
60% discount
 40% discount
 15% discount
7% discount
The 1936 Prism shall have final deci-
sion as to the status of any pledge IDT
member. or members of any fraternity or
sorority. To be eligible for this discount,
a fraternity must be recognized as such
by the Interfraternity Council and a so-
rority as such by the Panhellenic Council
a writer of sophisticated comedy. His
plays are of sophisticated comedy, among
them "Holiday." and "Animal Kingdom"
in which Leslie Howard starred. His
backgrf•und is academic arid he received
his drama training at Harvard where his
first play, "The Youngest," was pro-
duced."
The next meeting will be in Balentine
Hall on Thursday. May 8.
The University of Maine Band will
leave May 1 on a trip to Milo where they !
will hold a concert in conjunction with•
the Milo May Ball. The concert will
and will be followed by a dance for which ,
the University Bears will play.
The following is a tentative program:
March, National Emblem, Cavalry
Charge, Excerpts from Macbeth, Colum-
bia Polka, Jolly Robbers, On the Mall,
University of Maine Band Song, Stein
Song, and Suite Espanol.
The band will leave at 3:30 p.m., May
1, and return the following morning.
DR. GRAY AND CHAPLAIN Marie Archer Elected COMMITTEE WORKINGJUNIOR DAY SPEAKERS W.A.A. Head in Close Race ON COMMENCEMENT
Dr. Clifford B. Gray and P. %%estoni
Chaplain will be the speakers at the an-
nual Junior Day Assembly to be held
at 11:00 a.m. Friday, May 3. The pro--
gram will be carried over stations WLBZ
and WRDO. The tapping of the 1936 ,
Skulls will take place immediately fol-
lowing the assembly.
Juniors may receive Junior Day pro-
grams along with Prom tickets by call-
ing at the Treasurer's office. The com-
mittee in charge of Junior Day is Joseph
Mullen, chairman; Virginia Nelson, Reg-
inald Naugler, Henry Little, and
Eldredge B. Woods.
After having to hold elections twice in
order to get the necessary majority, re-
sults of the W.A.A. elections have just,
been announced. They are: President,
Marie Archer; vice-president, Elizabeth
Ashby; senior representative, Margaret
Harriman.
Miss Archer is one of the outstanding
women in campus athletics. She made
All Maine Basketball her freshman year
and has been in almost every sport of-
fered at the university. She was presi-
dent of Mount %"errion. a member of the
Sister Council and Neai Mathetai. She
is an An Maine Woman and has servedbegin at 7:30 p.m. in the Milo Town Hall
on the student overnment She is a
Phi Mu was entertained Tuesday af-
ternoon by Mrs. M. F. Jordan and Mrs.
Cecil Fielder, at the home of Mrs. Jor-
dan, in Orono. Games and handiwork
were enjoyed, and refreshments were
served during the afternoon.
"Sure, enjoy yourself,"
said Jim. "It's a ding
good cigarette."
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GEORGIANS WILL PLAY
AT JUNIOR PROMENADE
Janey will sing her blues again and
the Georgians will render their well-
known interpretations of various song
hits at the Junior Prom to be held
week from Friday in the Memorial Gs'
nasiurn. The hall will be decorated in
the class colors, and an added bit of col-
or will be the gold drop in back of the
orchestra which was used at the Soph-
omore Hop.
Chaperons will be: Dean and Mrs.
Corbett, Dean and Mrs. Lutes, and Pres-
ident and Mrs. Hauck. The committee'
consists of Robert Morrison, Donal&
Brown, Edward Webster, Eileen Brown,
and Joseph Galbraith.
Prices Effective May 1st
Peimanent Waves $5, $6, $7
Permanent ends
Complete $3.50, $4.00, $4.50
Permanent ends each $.25, $.35
Plain Shampoo 
.50
Dr. Breck's 
.75
Hot Oil 1.00
33 Main St.
Dr. Breck's scalp
treatment 1.00
Shampoo and wave 1.00
Finger wave .75
Marcel 
.75
Facials $1.50, $1.00, .75
Eyebrow shaping .35, .50
Manicuring 
.50
Tel. 95
Orono
•
member of the Alpha Omicron Pi so- ,
rority.
1
ROSEMARY BOARDMAN IS
ELECTED Y.W. PRESIDENT
Members of the Y.W.C.A. cabinet
were elected Thursday afternoon. They
are: President. Rosemary Boardman;
vice-president, Carolyn Currier; secre-
tary, Sara Littlefield; treasurer, Made-
line Frazier.
Miss Boardman has been active in Y.
W. work since her entrance in college.
She is president of the Home Economics
Club and a member of the Alpha Omicron,
Pi sorority. 1
Cobb and Carlisle Selected
Student Representatives
On Program Work
The University of Maine Commence-
ment Committee, made up of faculty, alum-
ni, and senior class members, has started
consideration of the Commencement Pro-
gram. President Hauck has announced.
The faculty and student members are ap-
pointed by President Hauck, and Mr.
George S. Williams, president of the Gen-
eral Alumni Association, appoints ••
alumni members. The committee ha. •
task of arranging the entire Commentc-
ment program with the exception of pure-
ly class or academic functions. The com-
mittee consists of H. D. Watson. A. K.
Gardner, G. F. Dow, A. W. Goodspeed,
and Mary Reed, for the faculty; Beulah
Osgood, Sally Palmer, R. M. Bailey, and
K. D. Larsen, for the alumni; and George
Cobb, president of the senior class, and
George Carlisle, chairman of Commence-
ment Week Committee, for the students.
Miss Currier also has been active in
Y.W. work. She is a member of the
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
Miss Frazier is a member of the Soph-
omore Eagles, has been active in ath-
letics and has been on the Y.W. cabinet
before. She is a member of the Chi
Omega sorority.
Home iBrattig Parlor
Prices Effective May 1st
Permanent Waves $5, $6, $7
Permanent ends
Complete $3.50, $4.00, $4.50
Permanent ends each $.25, $.35
Plain Shampoo
Dr. Breck's
Hot Oil
135 College Road Orono
.50
.75
1.00
Dr. Breck's scalp
treatment
Shampoo and wave
Finger wave
Marcel
1.00
1.00
.75
.75
Facials $1.50, $1.00, .75
Eyebrow shaping .35, .50
Manicuring 
.50
Phone 360
I was working way late at the
office one night and ran out of cigarettes.
When Jim the watchman came through
I tackled hhn for a smoke.
"Sure," says Jim, and he handed
over a pack of Chesterfields. "Go ahead,
Mr. Kent, take three or four."
Jim said he'd smoked a lot of ciga-
rettes in his time, but he'd put Chester-
field up in front of any of 'em when
it came to taste.
. . . and they ain't a bit strong
either," is the way Jim put it.
That was the first Chesterfield I
ever smoked. And I'm right there with
him, too, when he says it's a ding
good cigarette.
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